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: 1 PR0CEEDINGS

2 (!*05 p.m.)

''\ 3 DR. CARBON: The meeting will come to or,er. This
s ...

4 is an ACRS Subcommittee meeting to conside.- "nderlying

5 causes which may have contributed to the accident which
,

6 occurred at Three Mile Isisad nuclear station on March 28,

7 1979. We have set up this meeting to discuss several'

aspects of the NRC regulatory review process and theo

9 qualifications and structure of user organizations as well

10 as NRC's role in several related aspects of nuclear power

11 plant operation, such as operator training and

12 qualification, response to accident situations, and so on.
.

13 This meeting is being conducted in accordance with

( 14 the provisions of the Federal Advisory Committee Act and the

15 Government Sunshine Act. Mr. Tsaymond Fraley is the

lo designateo government employee for this meeting. A

17 transcript is being kept, and each speaker is being asked to

18 first identify nimself anc speak with sufficient clarity and

19 volume so that he or she can be readily heard.

Zu We nave not received. any written statements or

21 request f or permission to make oral statements from members

22 of the public, so we will proceed with the scheduled

23 discussion.

ks 24 Mr. Roger mattson will be the primary speaker for

Z; the NRC, su = ported by Victor Stello, Office of Inspection

798. 092
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I and Enforcement and others as appropriate.

2 Please note that Mr. Byron Lee, representing the

({N
3 AIF Task Force on TMI, is unable to be with us today as

4 indicated on the schedule. He did send some related
_

.

5 material, however, which has been distributed.
.

6 Roger, can we call on you?
~

7 DR. MATTSON: Mr. Chairman, we received-

6 Mr. Fraley's letter of July 19 and decided to break the

9 agenda into two sections. I will make a presentation on

10 behalf of NRR. Mr. Ed Jordan will make a presentation on

11 behalf of the Office of Inspections end Enforcement, and he
.

12 will cover items Roman numeral IC A) -- I'm sorry, I(D) and -

13 (E) ano Roman numeral III(5) f rom the I&E perspective.

( 14 I think the way we've arranged the NRR

15 presentation, it's a slight rearrangement of ..your_. agenda,. _ _ . _ _ _ _ .

16 and it will lead nicely to a transition to Mr. Jordan's

17 comments at the end of my remarks. We were asked to make a

18 formal presentation and leave a lot of room for discussion

19 afterwarcs. There is some question in my mind that that

20 will work, cecause I'm sure I'm going to say some things of

- 21 intarest to you where you might want to jump right in.

22 DR. CARSON: We certainly will.

23 DR. MATTSON: For the sake of continuity, for the
,

' .. 24- broad brush treatment of these somewhat philosopnical

25 cuestions that you've raised, it's probably be tter to try to

798 093~
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1 forge ahead and get my formal statement on the record and

2 then get Ed's formal statement on the record. But I'm sure

() 3 there will be questions.

4 It's a pleasure to have this opportunity to meet .

5 with the Subcommittee and discuss some of the broader policy
,

6 Lssues arising out of Three Mile Island 2. Mr. Denton sends

7 his regrets at not being able to personally attend today to -

8 discuss what you have called the underlying causes of the

9 accident.

10 The subject of the Subcommi ttee's interest today

11 concerns a number of broad and fundamental questions to

12 speak to what could be described as the way NRC does .

13 business. My talk this af ternoon will cover the majority of

( 14 the items on the agenda supplied by Mr. Fraley's July 19

i5 letter to Mr. Denton.

16 One of the items on the agenda requests the views

17 of incustry groups. Rather than summarize those views

le myself, we have requested that the Atomic Industrial Forum's

19 Ad Hoc Steering Committee be given an opportunity to acdress

20 the se questions. I understand that they have arranged for a

21 separate meeting with the ACRS or this Subcommittee at a

22 later date to do that.

23 By way of introduction, I'd like to briefly note

24 that there are a number of significan t efforts in progress'
-

25 that will have important input for the types of questions

798 094
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,p: I under consideration today. As you are aware, there are the

2 Presidential Commission on Three Mile Island, several

() 3 inquiries by Congrassional subcommittees, the NRC special

4 inquiry, the NRC Task Force on Emergency Planning, various

5 industry spcnsored initiatives, and of course the NRR

6 Lessons Learned Task Force.

7 These activities re present a significan t
~~

8 dedication of talent and resources the product of which

9 should be valuable to the regulatory process and the safety
10 of nuclear power plants. My purpose today is to provide the :)i

~i
11 Subcommittee with the latest thinking within NRR, i

12 recognizing that many more inputs will be forthcoming in the
13 next few months and that these will help to shape the future

( 14 course of the licensing process.

15 I'd like to turn first, as your agenda turns, to

16 the NRC role in the licensing proce ss and then, secondly, to
17 the role of the licensee. As the ACRS is aware, the NRR

16 saf ety reviews of applications to construct and operate
19 nuclear power plants consist of a detailed review of the

20 information provided by applicants in the preliminary saf ety
21 analysis re port and the final saf ety analysis report, as

22 they are amended in the course of the licensing review in
23 response to requests from the staff for additional

'
- 24 inf o rma tion .

25 The required minimum scope of that information is

-

798 095
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. I described in general terms in the Commission's regulations
'

2 in 10 CFR 50.34. The nature of the staff's review is

[ 3 indicated in part by the required findings for issuance of a

4 construction permit in 10 CFR 50.35. There it states that .

5 the Commission must find that the applicant has described

6 the proposed design of the facility including but not

'

7 limited to the principal architectural and engineering

a criteria for the design and has identified the major

9 f eatures or components incorporated therein for the

10 protection of the heelth and saf ety of the public.. .

Il The regulations do not provide a detailed

12 .cefinition of the principal architectural and engineering .

13 criteria, althougn some guidance is provided by the general

(
14 design criteria and by some more recent and specific

15 requirements, for example, the ECCS acceptance criteria of

16 10 CFR 50.46. The . actual scope and depth of the staff's

17 technical reviews have evolved over the years as the staff's

le experience and expertise have increased, as operating

19 experience and problems have accumulated. And in res ponse

20 to requests from the ACRS, the Licensing Appeals Board, and

21 the public, the current scope. of the review -- t ha t is the

22 scope prior to Three Mile Island -- is described best in the
.

23 Standard Review plan. -

k 24 Each of the sections in that plan spell out the

25 areas to be reviewed, the acceptance criteria to be applied,

_

798 096
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: I and guicance as to the procedures used to conduct the

2 review. There is a wide variation between and among the

'N 3 sections regarding the scope and depth of review and the

4 iaethods utilized, these variations reflecting staff

5 experience with reviews in that area with the problems that

6 have been encountered in past licensing experiences.

7 The Conmi ttee has asked how detailed is the staff

8 review. Because of the variations between and among review

9 areas, a detailed answer would require a discussion of each
,

10 of the Standard Review plan sections. I do not propose tc

!! do t ha t tod ay . However, there are some generalities that
_ _ _ _

12 can ce addre ssed. .

13 First, it is important to re cognize that cur
('

14 review is basically an audit of the a pplicant's design ana

15 design methods, intended to provide reasonable assurance
'

16 that our criteria and regulations are met. We do not anc

17 could no t, in a practical sense, inde pendently track every

15 element of the design. The review procedures in the SRp

19 sections attempt to identify those things which shcJ1o be

20 checked to achieve this reasonable assurance. Even so,

21 every item in the Standard Review plan is not necessarily

22 checkeo on every review.

23 The introduction to tne SRp states eacn section is

!s 24 written to provide f or the complete procedure and acceptance

25 criteria for all of the areas of review pertinent

O
.

798 097
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; I t o t ha t sec tion. However, fer an- pivan a polication, the

2 st aff reviewers may select and emphasize carticular aspects

'N
3 of each SRP section as is appropriate f or the application.

4 In some cases, tne major portion of the review of

5 a plant f eature may be dona on a generic basis with the

6 designer of that f eature, rathcr than in the context of

7 reviews of particular applications from utilities.

8 In other cases, a plant f eature may be

9 sufficiently similar to that of a previous plant so that a

10 de novo review of that feature is not needed. For these and

!! other reasons, the staff may not carry out in detail all of

12 the review steps listed in each 3RF section in the review of .

13 every a pplication.

(
14 A seconc general point is that our reviews treat

15 cnly those systems and components directly related to }

16 safety. The definition of the term "saf ety-related" is

17 somewhat sub jective. It has of ten been the subject of

to disagreement and interpretation between license a pplicants

19 and staff reviewers. However, in general terms, we know

20 t ha t systems and components whose functions are not relied

2; upon in the analysis of design basis events and anticipated

22 transien.ts in the saf e ty analysis re port are not reviewed,

23 except to a limited extent to assure that they are

24 suf ficiently se para te f rom and incepencent of tne-

23 saf ety-related systems so t ha t f ailures in tne

-
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; ! non-saf e ty-related equi pcient do not prevent the operation of

2 safety-related systems. This has ied to a somewhat stylized

'N 3 analysis of design basis accidents and transients.

For example, multiple f ailures are not-

5 considered. Also, although no credit is taken for the

6 f unctioning of non-saf e ty-related equipment, li tt1.e

7 consideration is given to the potential debit of :

S maloperation of these systems, nor, as the ACRS has pointed

9 out, to systems interaction. Similarly, no credit is taken

10 f or operator actions during certain time frames, but little

!! a ttention is giveh to the adverse eff ects of operator
~ ~

12 errors. _

le ine Iniro gencral coservation is that there is

(
l consideracle variatis 1 in the extent to which the staff

15 indepenoently enecks the designer's calculations and

16 calculational methods in some areas, notable ECOS

17 performance calculations and some containment and

16 subcompartment re sponse calcula tions. The staff does check

19 the results against its own calcula-tions.

20 until recently, this was seldom the case in the

21 mechanical and structural design areas where reliance has

22 ceen placed on applicants / statements that designs have been

23 perf ormed in compliance with the ASME anc other code

24 requirements. However, we have been increasing our use of

25 benc hmark problems in the engineering area to gain more

7gg 099
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I assurance that the applicants' methods are acceptable.
_

2 Our reviews have tended to be paper reviews in

'} 3 most areas h little examination of the actual hardware by

4 any reviewers. However, the instrumentation and electrical .

5 reviewers have made formal site vists for many years. And
,

6 more recently our protection reivews and the reviews of

7 seismic qualification of equipment have included sLte .

..y
"

8 visits.
.s -

.

9 With this description cf the review process in

10 mind, I would like to turn to those items on your agenda
-

.

t ha t raise questions concerning the adequacy of the current11

12 a pproach in the af termath of Three Mile Island and the _

13 gcneral self-examination proce ss that has accompanied it.

( 14 It is clearly appropriate that we critically examine the way ',

515 we review plants. The Le ssons Learned Task Force has

16 included this as one of its major categories for long term

17 study, and I would like to discuss our current thinking in

16 this area.

19 DR. CARBON: Before you get into that, let me

20 inquire for my own clarification. Basicially, the NRR

21 review is the design, '.ne design methods, and so on, and you

22 review very little -- maybe nothing, I'm not sure -- in the

23 way of opera ting procedures, maintenance procedures? I' m

I. 24 not scre. I gue ss you don't have very much review of-

25 o pera tor training. It's primarily concentratea on the

198 \0
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1 de sign.
..

2 DR. MAITSON: That's a true statement. There is,

{} 3 of course, a review cf operator training in the context of

4 tne operator licensing program, but the technical reviewers -

5 and the design reviewers make no review of procedures,

6 either normal or emergency procedures,. and no review of
'

7 operator training for adequacy in light of the design

8 features.

9 Perhaps the best way to begin, to consider

10 constructive criticism, is to consider what can, and most -

11 importantly, what can't be expected f rom an audit type of

12 review. Inherent to this type of review is the very limited .

13 amount of design verification that is conducted oy the NRC.
(

14 We perform verification only in a selected number of .

'

15 technical areas, for example, confirmatory calculations of

16 ECCS perf ormance. Such verification is intended to provice

17 an additional assurance that licensees adequately conform to

la our criteria.

19 The Office of Inspections and Enforcement performs

20 a limited number of verifications in the field to confirm

21 t ha t the plan- is being built in conf ormance to the

22 commitment made in the licensing process. And tne architect

23 engineer and their quality assurance programs. Sorry, I

ks 24 .left some tnine out.

2- Ultimately reliance is placed on the licensee,

~ -'

.r ,
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I the vendor, and the architect engineer, and their quality

2 assurance programs to adequately and consistently implement

{} 3 the design of a plant. This concept of regulation presumes

4 tha t a large percentage of the calculations, design detail, .

5 and so forth will never be checked by the regulating body.
.

6 The question is of ten raised, particularly af ter

7 the discovery of errors in design or construction, whether -

6 such a process is acceptable. First, it is clear that by

9 the nature of a limited verif'ication review that the bulk of

10 design errors will be discovered by the licensee or the

11 vendor, rather than by the NRC. That is the f act. It does

12 not indicate a weakness in any regulatory review. Rather it [
13 is the expected result of this form of regulation. I t doe s,

(
14 of course, highlight the need for very close scrutiny by a

15 conscientious industry with good quality a ssurance programs _

16 at all levels of design, construction, and operation, and

17 f or continuing NRC evalua tion of these quality assurance

15 prograns.

19 One aspec t of the audit process was addre ssed by

20 the Lessons Learned Task Force in its short term report

21 where an unacceptably .large number of operational errors

22 leading to losses of safety function had been identified,

23 Three Mile Island being the most dramatic. It is apparent
.,

24 to U.- t r.a t licensee s have not been doing a good encugn job

25 in the area of operational quality assurance.

.

*
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: 1 Possible solutions to this proolem could emerace

2 greater NRC presence and tighter inspection or some
,

3 alternative which would stimulte greater incustry attention^
-

4 to its basic responsibilities in this arce. Relying on a
,

5 limiting condition of operation resulting in plant shutdown

6 is, to the Task Force, the pref erred approach. Our

7 rationale in reaching that jucgement is equally applicable

8 to today's general discussion of licensing reviews.

9 Simply stated, we believe the goal of licensing is

10 to minimize design errors and operations errors by promoting

Il attention to saf ety at the source. That is, on the part of

12 the licensee, rather than through an increasinglp complex
,

13 system of regulation oy NRC.
.

'

14 Drawing on this parallel, we believe tnat a

15 criteria-cased audit review is basically a workable system.

16 It's consistent with our presen; statutory mandate. It

17 provides for broac coverage of safety issues, and it is

15 consistent with tne amount of resources that can reasonably

19 be expected to be available and in the near f uture. It

20 relies, however, on a disciplined and conscientious

21 attention to details by the regulated utilities.

22 The re are , of course , several areas where our

23 review coes not co a good enough job, and our work in these
s -.s

24 areas will need to ce upgradad. The Lessons Learneo Task

25 Force has already identified the identification cf operating

798 103
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i experience, the review of operating procedures, more -'

2 cefinitive consiceration cf operator actions, and more

3 cefinitive consideration of non-safety equipment as areas'. ')j

4 requiring improvement. .

5 Our recommendations in these areas will be

6 f orthcoming in September.

7 MR.. BENDER: Roger, I'd like to ask this question

6 while it's fresh on my mind and in line with your

9 discussion. In your consideration of the evaluation of the
.

10 design proce ss which the licensees have used, have you come '3.
~

3
11 to some conclusion that the experience at inr.ce dile Island ~f

i

12 bears out the adequacy ~6f current practice? You're telling
_

13 u s w ha t you do, but I'm not sure that I can derive from that

( 14 some conclusion that Three Mile Island hasn't changed your

15 mind about whethe r that's okay or no t.

10 DR. MATTSON: I'm tempted to say that, and w ha t I

17 was just saying, Three Mile Island, like otner operating

16 experience, tells us that there are weakne sses in the

19 proce ss that we use --- the audit review proce ss. I t's our

20 present f eeling that those weakne sses can be surmounted

21 without scrapping the basic concept. That is, that the

22 audit review can continue to work, that is can co ce tter.

23 There are changes in scope, perhaps, from the aucit review,

24 and over the years there nas been a gradually increasing,

_,

25 c nange in de pth of the aucit review.

- 79g 104
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i Sut the only al ternative we see to that is'

2 placement of partial review by a to tal review. And the

3 difficulties of a total review are to us very overwhelmings

4 difficulties. They amount to tne government taking upon
,

5 itself responsibility for the saf e operation of the plant. -

o That is, reaching the final decision on all the points.

7 They also are nearly equivalent to government operation and -,

8 ownership of the f acilities.
.

9

i 10
t

C'
!!

12
_

i3

( 14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24
,

25

~
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h 1 MR. BENDER: I'm not trying to enallenge that.

2 DR. MATfSON: So while Thre e Mile Island shows us

% 3 areas of that the audit review needs to reach that it hasn't,

4 pernaps there are areas where the audit review has ,

,
5 overconcentrated where it needn't.

6 We're still comfortable with pursuing this proces

7 at this point rather than saying that the audit review

3 concept should be abandoned.

9 MR. BENDER: You had said earlier that the review

10 process right now doesn't require systematic treatment of

J1 everytning that's in the standard review plan.
~ '~ ~~

12 I'm net sure now that I know whether the decision _

13 not to cover everything is done consciously and with complete
/

14 concurrence within the management structure, or whetner that's'

15 just a suojective judgment of the individual reviewers that

16 are assigned to the project.

17 DR. MATTSON: Well, two responses to that.

18 First, I don't think Thr ee Mil e Island give s us

19 much valuaole experience about the standard review plan at

20 all. The standard review plan was not used for Three Mile

21 Island.

22 MR. BENDER: It came in after that.

23 DR . MATTSOU: That 's right. Well, its license was

24 issued several years ef ter the standard review plan. Staff,.

25 actior was f or policy reasons excluded fron the reacn of the

-
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in i standard review plan.

2 A second point is it's really not the arbitrary

-

3 judgment of an individual reviewer as to what will or will no*

4 be covered in a particular case review, in theory, at least.

5 The senior members of the branch, the section

6 leaders and the branch. chief play a role in the exercise of

7 that judgment. Those are people who have been, by and large,

8 conductlng reviews themselves or participated in the generation

9 of the standard review plan.

10 And so the judgment is not arbitrary and capricious..

11 It's more than quick; it's reasoned judgment.

12 MR. SENDER: I'll a ccept on f aith that it's true.
_

13 Sut if I wanted to see some documentary evidence of it, could
i

14 I find any?

15 DR. HATT50N: We said about a year ago that SE2s

16 snould begin to document what portions of the standard review

17 plan were used and which were not used and for what reason

13 for all plants.

19 We said that af ter some prodding oy the General

20 Accounting Office in its review of the licensing proce ss.

21 We've not implemented a process like that. We thougnt a

22 year ago it was a useful idea, but the press of other busine ss

23 has kept us frcm doing it.

24 Of course, we have yet to issue an OL wnose review

25 owas c nducted according to the standard review plan.

_
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h 1 So it doesn't make sense.

2 MR. BENDJR: One last point. Could you give examples

3 of things where the review was overdone and others where the

4 review was not quite as good as you'd like to have seen it? .

5 .DR. MATTSON: Well, yes. Large break loss of coolant

6 accidents. When you consider the detail ' chat we've gone into

7 since the late 1960s, both generically and on a plant-specific

8 basis, to determine in conformance with the standard review -

9 plan and the Appendix K ' regulations on ECCS designs f or

10 large break LOCAs, I think that we can generally agree that
~~ ~-

JI that's out of proportion, ~e' specially in light of Three |411e

12 Island, to some other areas that have gone cecging in ne _

13 same time frame.
(
'

14 You've oeen saying, we've been saying since tne

15 sam' late 1960s tnat tnere were areas that deserved greater

16 a tte ntion. Transients were, o f course, one of those areas.

17 MR. SENDER: Thank you.

18 DR . S IE SS : Hoger? There was an implication in that

19 little excnange that if Three_ Mile. Island Unit 2 had been

20 r viewed for an operating license in accordance with thee

21 standard review plan, that things might have been diff erent.

22 Would it?

23 DR. MATTSON: Some things would.
.

j 24 DR. SIESS: Important things?

25 DR. MATTSON: I don't think overall review in

-
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h I confermance with the standard review plan would have made a

2 significant difference in the Three Mile Island course of

S 3 events.
.

4 I don't. think that anyone has reached that

5 co nclus ion.
']

6 DR. SIESSt I think that there was an indication in

7 some other meeting that opening the relief valve as a standard , , ,

.g-

8 consequence of a common transient really was a violation cf 3
5
"9 .one of the general design criteria.

10 Is that in the standard review plan? -

!! DR. MATTSON: No. But you remind me of something

12 very important that is in the standard review plan tnat's _

13 never oeen i.mplemented on any design, to my knowledge. It

( 14 was put in there with the. ids i of its being implemented when

'
15 the staff eventually turned greater attention to transients.

16 There is in the standard review plan a requirenent

17 for anticipated transients you consider single failures of

18 the sort that the sticking open of the PORV would have been.

19 That kind of transient analysis, although not

20 specifically ordained by the regulations and some even

21 quarrel that the standard review plen may violate the

22 regulations in that requirement, it's ratner moot. It's never

23 been implemented, with that exceotion.

24 I think the things that we have seen in the

25 standard review plan, had they been done on Tnree 4ile I.sland,
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n I would have made.a difference.

2 Our secondary eff ects, containment isolation being

g 3 a good example --

4 DR. LAWROSKI: Does the EAA have something resembling

5 a standard review plan in their approval of commercial

6 aircraft?

7 DR. MATTSON: I don't know the answer to that

S question, Steve.

9 Does anybody on the staff know that from our

10 discussions with EAA? Warren?

11 DR. MINNSRS : Warren Minners of the division of

12 systems safety.
-

13 I don't think they do , but I can't really know

I 14 positively. When you read their regulations, a lot of

15 their regulations are a lot more detailed now, especially in

16 the control area. They tell you exactly how controls of

17 the cockpit should ce laid out.

13 DR. LAWRO5KI2 In listening to Roger and recalling

19 some of the things I remember hearing in the hearings going

20 on now on the DC-lO, I detected a great deal of similarity

21 on the auditing and the problems of maintenance.

22 DR. MATTSON: I've read those same articles cnd I

23 gather that what they're soeaking of is more an analogue

24 to our inspection and enforcement crocess in terms of auditing

25 What they're talking aoout is they con't review all
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n 1 maintenance prt:edures, all maintenance activities, only
s

2 spot check. And I think the analogue there is with I&d.

w 3 The question you originally raised was tne

4 analogue with the certification process, the design
,

'

5 certification process. And Warren's inf ormation is the best

6 I have. It's prooably something worth researching a little

7 better. .

8 DR. CARBON: Roger, in answer to Mike's cuestions,

9 you said something like the following. You more or less

10 praised the audit review technique cecause the only =lternative

11 you mentioned total inspection and so on, has obvious

12 drawbacks to it.
..

.

13 So one, perhaps, is good compared to the other.

I 14 I'd like to ask, thougn, were you also saying, or

15 will you address the question, is the standard or the audit -

16 review plan itself adequate for what we need?

17 DR. MATTSoti: I guess I didn't finisn the statement.

13 What I had intended to say is that the concept eppears valid.

19 The implementation needs overnaul, coth in its scope and in

20 its depth. And the increasing depth of something that's

21 ceen going on year oy year by year, you can extrapolate tha t

22 out in time and you eventually may get to complete review.

23 That would, cf course , over a long period of time. disprove

24 the conclusien I stated as a cremise, which is tnat the audit
../ -

25 proce ss basically works.

_
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a i I'm not sure if :Nur helps you or not.

2 L.7. CARBON 2 hell, not cc.pletely. Are you

m 3 speculating or caying that ws can stay with what you've defined

4 as the audit revicw plan anc have an adequate system? You .

5 uay it's in the proce.ss of evolution and change and so on.

6 Of course it is.

- 7 But the kinds of changes that will take place in

S the reasonably necr future as a follow-up to the kinos of

9 work that the lessons learned and other committees are

10 carrying cut, will we and u,o 6 montns. 9 months, a year with

!! tris modified installment to the point whe re you would say

12 that it's an adequate system f ur national needs?
-

13 C P. . MA TTSDh: I think that it clearly cculd be

'
la suoplemented in the course of tne next several years by a

15 dedicated, retrospective review cf cesigns already in

15 operation and designs already under construction.

17 And that if I'm correct in that judgment, at the

13 conclusion of that period of retrospective review, if we keep

19 track of the changes as we go along and we k eep then

20 codified and documented, will have new review requirements

21 a t the end of that period that could oe applied to future

22 designs, . which will, in my judgment, define an acceptable

r view for future plans.23 audit e

24 I don't know any technical way to test this question,

25 other than that way. Inere are political solutions, socie:s1

- 798 112
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n I solutions to the same problem. But they could take a different
s

2 course. Judgment could b+ reached that the nation wants the

rS 3 government to have more knowledge, more control, more hands-on

4 familiarity with the details of these missions and. tneir
.

5 operation and reach that judgment in relatively short order,

6 build an agency with the resources required to accomplish that

7 kind of oversight and responsibility within a few years.

8 That's not a technical solution, in my judgment.

9 Looking at it from a technical perspective, I think it is

10 possible to structure a review that is basically an audit
,

.__

Ji in nature --- somewhat broader, somewhat deeper than what
~ -

12 we've had in the past, ~but acceptable.
-

13 Now part and parcel of that has to be a rededication.

( 14 I believe, on the part of the nuclear utilities to tne

15 fu damental responsibilities that go along with that kind ofn

16 system of regulation. And that is conscientious dedication

17 to the details to see that things are carried out in the

13 design and operation in a saf e way consistent with tne basic

19 safety philosophy mandated by the Congress and regulated by

20 the NRC.

21 DR. CARBON: You spoke of this evolution of the

22 audit review plans perhaps requiring several years to reach

23 this point that you speak of. By "se veral," do you nean 5,

24 S?

25 DR. MATTSON: I think this retrospective outlook and

198 \\b
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;h i some renewed higher level of assurance of cafety could be

2 achleved on a time scale of 2 to 4 years, 2 years being

3 approximately the time scale it will take to implement the
^

.

4 short-term lessons learned, 4 years probably being the time

5 scale it.will take to implement some of the longer term things

6 like control room redesign and that sort of thing, and

7 increased qualifications and training of operations

8 organizations and things of a longer lead nature.

9 At the same time, taking concepts like the systematic

10 evaluation program and adding to them to cover the 59 reactors

11 in ope ration not currently within tne scope of the systematic

12 evaluation.
.

13 Fo r e xamp le, I think the resources to accomplish

14 that retrospective review are available, I think witnin the

15 kinds of budgets that we've proposed for the Congress, the

16 20 or so unresolved saf ety issues and the f ew more that will

17 be added by Three Mile Island, that tne s ystematic evaluation

18 program is some sort of reconsideration of backfitting items

19 from the standard review plan could reasonably be accomplished

20 in that time scal.e.

21 I aise think in that time scale that there will not

22 be a rush of new construction oermit applications. And I

23 suspect that the quality of the product of that 2 to 4 years

_
24 of intense, backward looking activity will, in some measure,

25 determine whether there will oe more construction oermit
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a 1 a ppl ic a tio ns .
..

2 I see us clearly at a crossroads with an opportunity

~

3 to make improvements. Clearly, you need to make improvements

4 and with judgments resting on how good a job is done. .

5 But I would stick with the audit review in doing
,

6 that. It'll be a somewhat dif ferent audit review. It may have

7. to take advantage of concepts that we've talked to you about

8 on Verification and validation where the industry, in order to

9 demonstrate that it has paid attention to the details, would

10 be required to obtain a third-carty verification and

11 validation of some of those details.

12 It would surely involve some things like updating of
_

13 SARs to provide current and consistent documentation of the

(
14 safety f.eatures and safety capabilities of each machine.

~

15 Well, our study of the NRR review process has also

16 highlighted the importance of the. organizational s tructure

17 that implements the review. de found several areas where the

13 changes could be made to suostantially improve the integrated

19 results of our reviews.

20 As I've already described, the technical review of

21 license applicat. ions is carried out in the division of systems

22 saf ety by a number of branches having expert ise in and

23 responsible for a variety of technical oisciplines. ~h e

_
24 integration of the technical review in cu t is provider by a

25 se carate pro jects organization.
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7 1 In a similar manner, the division of operating
_

2 reactors is split along technical and project lines. This

~

3 organizational approach grew out of the demands cf the early

4 1970s for efficient, systematic reviews of large numoers of .

5 CP and OL applications.

6 The standard format and the standard review plan

7 were developed to provide uniform guidance to both applicants

8 and technical reviewers as to what needed to be conta.ined in

9 applications and what needed to be addressed in license

10 reviews.

J1 While this was a reasonable approach at the time,

12 we believe that licensing and operating experience now
,

13 available indicate that new approaches are now neeced. One

r sult of the old approach was the compartmentalization and14 e

15 specialization of technical review into discrate areas. This

16 was a useful f eature cf the organization since not all

17 branches reviewed application on the same schedule or to the

18 same depth, although muen e ffort was spent to icentify

19 branch interfaces, secondary reviewer responsibilities, if

20 you will.

21 As a practical matter, this has not worked as well

22 as it should.

23 Generally, we have f ound the following coficicncies

24 flowing frca these specialized or comoartmentalized reviews.

25 First, a lack of uniformity acro ss tne c ases.
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h 1 Second, inconsistency in depth and technical

2 content of reviews between branches.

's 3 Third, lnadequate integration of crass-system

4 interfaces.

5 Fo urth , an insufficient awareness by technical

6 reviewers of the relationship of their part of the review to

7 the overall safety of the plant.

8 Several other organizational weaknesses have been

9 observed. For example, a better transition needs to be

10 established between those staf f reviewers who perform the

J1 operating liceWse Feviews and those wno are responsicle for

12 the plant during power operation. Even the simple act of
_

13 transferring case review responsibility from DPM to DDR has

I 14 not oeen well handled.
.

15 The TMI-2 accident has also highlighted the

16 important interf ace be tween plant operati. 3 and plant design

17 and analysis. Control room layout, operator training, and

18 ope r > t ing crocedures should all have significant

19 cross "ertilization with the_ design and analysis of the plant

20 systems.

21 This nas oeen lacking within the staff reviews due,

22 in part, to an organizational segregation of the responsible

23 oranches and, in part, to the historical tradition of

24
-

deceu-;ing the reviews. It is clear that vario us

25 organisational rearrangements could be eff ective in aromoting

- } y Q '' \ \
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n 1 better . integration of the technical review and selving the

2 problems I've discussed.

<~s 3 However, I'll stop at this point and I'll describe
-

4 or propose specific solutions to these organizational

5 problems.

6 Clearly, we think improvements need to be made

7 before initiatives are taken in this area. The director of

8 NRR and the commission will undoubtedly have the benefit of

9 inputs from the committee, as well as the various

10 investigative and assessment groups chartered by the President

p' 11 the Congress , and the NRC.

12 Up to this point. I've been discussing the
,

13 functioning of NRC on routine 1,1c e ns ing ma tt ers . I'd like to
( 14 spend a few minutes on accident situations.

15

16

17

IS

19

20

21

22

23

24-

25

_
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PJ l 1 MR. BENDER: Before you go on, you replied.to a

2 question I phrased somewhat differently to a question I phrased '
I :

3| earlier, but in a somewhat different way I thought. !-

m
- 4 The first time you answered the question, you said

5 there was a supervisory section which makes sure things are

6 done just right. If I heard you now, you just said that they
,
.

!

7 are not being done too well; which is it? |

8 DR. MATTSON: I used the word theoretically when I

9 answered your question before. And perhaps I should emphasize '

:

10 that in principle it hhould work, in practice we find it

11 doesn't work well enough; that is what I am attempting to say.

. ! _

12 | I meant to say it that way the first time. I said
f

( 13 it better the second time.

14 MR. BENDER: It didn't come through too well. ,

i

15 DR. CARBON: A question along that line which youg

16 may have answered, but I am not sure I understood if so, is

17 this point about the pressurizer level not necessarily indi-

13 | cating the level of coolant in the pressure vessel.
! i

l
19 ; There have been discussions of this within NRC '

I
,

20 several months ago, and discussions of it within B&W, the ;
I

21 vendor, for an appreciably longer period of time than that.
I

22 The kinds of changes you envision ecming about here,

23 ; do you envision those as helping to decrease che pescibility
1

o-

44 j that things like this will exist, that prchlems will ce
car , eeconm. tne. n

25 || recognized, but that no action will be effectively taken upon
0
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PJ' 2 1 them on a timely scale.

I

_ 2 DR. MATTSON: No. There is nothing in what I have '

I
.

3 just said that I think really treats that problem effectively, ;

|
|:

4' not in my judgment. .

.

5 Some may argue that the things I have discussed may

6 help. I don't think they are sufficient; that kind of problem- i

!
7- does need consideration. There are two things that I would

|

8' look to in that regard: i

9 One is simply they are both sort of organizationally .t
i

10 oriented, they are not technically oriented. I think we are ;
'

i

11 i technically qualified in NRC-anddn_tha iM"etry to be able !
!

12 to identify that kind of problem. But what we don't seem to j-
1-

( 13 be able to do either in industry or in NRC is to cope with

14 those problems, tyiven the practicalities of day-to-day

15 matters, to bring them to the right people's attention, to
,

16 deal with them and effectively resolve them and move onto -

,

! i
17 ' the next problem. ;

:

18 ; I think those are organizational weaknesses, not ;
l

i

19 0 technical weaknesses. And several things have been discussed !

|;

20 l' with you already by various members of this subcommittee and t

!, ,
,

21 !' the full committee. And I think we can do more to help that .

!
.i

22 |j prcble.m.i

..

23 For example, the formation of a grot p of p? Jple
u

24 who review crerating experience. The NRC has recently takeni

m.m...sneoonen.ene.y
25 y step ; :o fc = such a group. We have decided within the pssr

'i
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I 4

RMG 1i few days that the group will not report to the Director of |-,

i

2 Reactor Licensing. That is, they will remove such a group fromi

3 the heat of the licensing machinery, the need to make day-to- !

- ,

4 day decisions according to the standard review plan or schedules
!

*

5 ordained by the Blue Book and managed by managers.

6 And instead, set apart the organization, a group of ;
7 people with broad, deep background in reactor operations,

B reactor licensing, fuel cycle operations, fuel cycle licensing,
;

!9 to look at operating experience, and then make judgments upon
I

10 , the priorities, the relative importance in Individual instances |

i -

Il ' or new pieces of information for factoring into the ongoing
!
i

; _

12 i process, or for factoring into backfit decision and what have ;

I
I 13 you. .

'
14 I think that kind of an organizational approach

i

'

15 ' is a good idea. It will help. It is a little bit to me like

16 the way dissent in the agency was handed several years ago. '

17 We had a situation where people have seriously
'

18 held views, werenf/t: being brought up the line for attention j

19 |! or being brushed aside in ways that were unsatisfactory,
!

20 | weren't being accounted for one way or the other, and went i

I '

'
21 through a difficult learning period on how to manage and cope

22 with differences of opinion within its technical staff.

23 | Throughout that period, a number of people suggested

|
N6 techniques for resolution of these kinds of difficulties. And

c..,a....i n co,t.es.inc.I

25 | those recommendations were not accepted. They weren't used.
;
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RMr i I Instead, a system of treatment of differences,

_ 2 reporting of differences, was adopted. That seems to be working.

3 But this organizational construction of setting .

O
# 4 aside a special group without the heat of licensing decision |

6

5 schedules to consider operator experience I think is equivalent

6 to setting an ombudsman for differences of technical opinion.

7 Y.. You have tar provide a forum for thoughtful and

8 timely resolution so that things can be kept track of and

9 don't get forgotten as other problems are being.
.

10 The second thing that goes with that is that you have ._
lI to be willing, onceyou discover the solution or discover the

_

~

12 problem, to apply the solution. That means you have to have

f 13 ways to make backfit decisions. And we talked to the TMI-II

14 , implications subcommittee about that, and we are wrestling i

15 with that. It is something that needs better definition,
1

16 better understanding, and better treatment in the future.
i

17 That's the second part of what I am talking about. !

i
18 DR. CARBON: It would seem that this example, !

!

|19 though, still tends to fall in the cracks somewhere Secause
i

20 I think it was Tom Novak's memo, I believe, that was based |
6

21 simply on analysis and so on, not on operating experience i
'

22 If it was or wasn't, it doesn't matter, because i

i23 you could have a case where you recognize that there is a
i

24 ! design deficiency, but the inspection or operating group that
. neeort.,i. ine. |c~

l25 you speak of wouldn't pick it up from that standpoint. :

79b |
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RU5 1 As far as I know, there.is no question, there.is

2 essentially no question but what something should be done;

3
_

it simply didn't get done. And I don't see where your

4 suggested remedies --
.

5 DR. MATTSON: What I meant was that those things

6 should be included in this organizational construction; they

7 are not at this point. I would recommend that they should be.

8 I will give you another example besides the level

9 indicator.

10 We talked here with the subcommittee last week

i
iI about the San Onofre I2R, with the flow straightener on the |

:

12 secondary side came off during normal operations. And the !

( 13 question then raises as to the dynamic capabilities of the

internalsofthereactorcoolantsystemonthesecondarysystem.l14
I

15 I promised we would go back and would look at that. f
|

16 We did. Jim Knight and' his people reported back to me this |
|

17 week that it is their conclusion that there probably are some '

i
.

18 things that ought to be looked at, internals that have no; j
i

19 received sort of a systems review. (
!

20 They were put there for nonsafety reasons, and :

21 internal was added to a. BWR as a. flow restrictor for the steam *

22 line break. But, of course, that was a piece of safety equip-
!

'23 ment and it got this kind of review.

I |
24 If, on the other hand, a flew straightener was put

CS f90stal Reporters, Inc.

25 ! there because it got you an extra half a percent in power bv .
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RMr 5 1 a particular- licensee who owned a BWR, then it wasn't put !
|

2 there for a safety reason, the Staff generally didn't review it.
I
I

3 In theory, such things meet the code. However, :

/% I~

/
'

4 the code reads, and they ought to be quality equipment if |

5 they are inside a nuc.'. ear reactor.

6 But the regulatory process has never-reached those

7 things, and here comes the experience from San Onofre where

8 one comes off in normal operations.
I
I

9 And clearly, the question is: What if a bunch of

10 them came off, but one of them came off from a different
:

11 character. A loss of coolant accident or an earthquake --

12 what is the safety implication of that, and what attention
*

,

'

,I 13 has been paid tc those things in design and construction?

14 How do you take that now and factor it into the i

i

15 licensing process? i

16 Jim Knight's people are quite confident that this

17 kind of thing has never been done in the regult. tory process. |

|

18 Clearly, it is a generic problem. Clearly, it is not as |
i

19 important as some other problems, but it seems like a fairly |

20 important problem.
i

|

21 The way the current machinery works is I would take ,

22 that new iten, write a letter to the Technical Activities :

23 Steering Committee, and ask them to categori=e it as a generic

24 problem and to give it some kind of priority.
Ace.% , Rooorten. loc.

25 You recall in the last six months or a year the
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|
R1 ',7 - 1 Technical Activities Steering Committee took 130-odd generic '

,

!
2 problems, prioritized them, and decided that there were 19 ,

:
I

3 unresolved safety issues. And NRC identified those to the j
_3 i

!
4 Congress. We talked to you about that prioritization. ;

5 It was decided there are 19 things that Dr. Hanauer

6 and his unresolved safety issues people are working very hard
!

7 for resolution in the next couple of years, just like ATWS. j
i

8 Along comes this new generic croblem. The Technical i
|

9 Activities Steering Committee would have to, just in order
i

i

10 | to apply resources to that proble, vote, give it a priority, ;

;

11 and decide that it was as important as one of those 19 or 20.
*

-

12 Then, if resources were judged to be appropriate to

/~
|13 that problem, they would be assigned, the problem would bes

14 worked at for a couple of years, and the solution would be
,

'
15 obtained.

16 That solution would come to the division director,

'17 who would mail it out for public comment. The industry .would
i

18 comment, probably kick and scream. We would factor those i
,

19 comments into the value impact assessment, take it to the

20 Regulatory Requirements Review Committae. And the RRRC would
1

21 say yea or nay. '

22 Then it would be issued as a standard review plan
_.

23 modification or regulatory guide or whatever.

24 It seems an awfully difficult and tortucus path
Ace-Fooerse Recorters, Inc.

25 to have to resolve some new problem. But when you have taken
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R 8 1 all of 3 our resources and assigned them to things ?.ike the ;

!

:
- 2 standard review plan to accomplish the minimum rev.ew required |

!

3 to assure public health and safety, i t is the kind of process .

s ,

4 that has grown up over the years in-order to manage one cf the
.

5 few resources you have left to solve generic issues.

6 That whole process needs to be changed. It is
!

7 that process that pec?le like Tom Novak in issuing his

8 memorandum of :Tanur.;y 1978 was staring square in the face.
_

9 He either did it the way he did ie., or he went through that ,
;

10 long, tortuous preress.._ Either way was probably inadequate i

11 for solving the problem.
-

-

12 When the Staff reaches judgments that here is an
i

13 important safety quesuion that ought to be resolved right now,

14 send it out to those licensees and get them to do it -- there '

i

15 are so many licensees of such a different character, that the
,

t

16 response comes back in some cases adequate, in some cases

'
17 inadequate, and things like that aren't being effectively

18 dealt with. I

!
19 There need to be ways in the future for doing a ip

!i

20 | better job. !

! !

21 | DR. LAWROSKI - Your philosophy with regard to the

i
22 ; responsibility for the safe operation is still that it is to ,

,

'

23 be by the licensee, is it not? But I didn't fi d in what you
j

!

24 had to say about things that are being considered with the NRC
e,4.o..S m mnm. inc.

25 enough reflected about what to get industry to do that that
!
t
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|! i

RF 9 1[ respons:.bility is indeed discharged. i

:| t
'

I

2 [. All that I seemed to hear was that we were going j

l
2; to increase the amount of regulatcry activities without

m :: ,
11

4y ascertaining what it is that industry should be undertaking* i

i
-

,

5j to help with this- task. '
,

*
a

6 ||
-

DR. MATTSON: Well, I'11 say -two things.
-

.

7 First of all - ;

! i

8j DR. LAWROSKI: I know you have the responsibility |
| '
.

9' of. confirming.

I10 DR. MATTSON: One, I will say what we think. And
;'
'

l ' ]l two, I will effer you some advice.
Il _

12 il First. I spoke about conscientious and disciplined
|I
11

I 13|| implementation of safety requirements by the industry. That's
il
..

1 4 !! n e c e s s a r y . It has to be done, a better job has to be done.
9
|

15 , You also know that we have proposed what others
li

16 |'l
e

| have called a very punitive approach to poor operational
i

17 reliability. Those are things that come from regulators. It

N
18 j is the limit of our power and authority under existing law.

il
19 " Now, let me turn the coin. We have been down hare

'l
4

20 i with the subcommittee and several other subcommittees and the
!

21 !, full committee four or five times a month for the last four
il

22 ' months. We have been here practically every time tellin you

23 what we thought ought to be done to significantly improve
:

24 the safety cf the operation o.' nuclear power plants.
ACT P s M Reporters, loc.

25 j I think we have got some good ideas, and underlying
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3 10 1h that we keep saying this industi,1 has the basic responsibility |
9 i

2 i' for safety, the licensees bear the basic responsibility for !
,. ,

i

2 '! safety.,

I i
'

d' This agency, with these resources, can't accomplish
,

5 safety by itself. 'Where have been the utilities and the vendors
.

6 in the last three months in these discussions? They are in ;

7 the room today, they have been in the room every day, they are
,

8| listening. '

i

9 Every time there has been an opportunity for them

10 - to comment, to my knowledge, those comments were received
k
u

IIfearlyintheprocesswhentheywereunderthepressureof
-

12 ! bulletins and orders and you were able to ask them very

13 specific things about what they were going to do to respond

l# to the initial reactionary things that came from NRC.

15 If that basic responsibility is there, we need toi

!

16 | begin to test the intent of this industry to meet that
il
.;

I71 responsibility.

18 | Your questien in today's agenda about what the
n

"] industry'sintentistoanswerthesequestionsisavery
20 l important question. I think the meeting they have scheduled

21 i with you in September, if that comes about, can be a very
il

, , J,
- ' , important meeting..

-

l
23

? What I am saying about the veracity of the audit

-# process depends upon a dramatic response, in my judgment, from
an.r ..rai n eoonm. inc. ,

'S i1 the regulated industry. And it is not evident to me, at this'

t
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E ill 1 point, there are people organized and identified who are .

i
'2 j, approac. ling these problems.

! .

2' There are individual:: licensees who have read the
~% |

'
a lessons learned reports. But the search and the examination

!

5 of the industry's approach to the problems raised by Three j
. .

6 Mile Island is yet to begin. ,

7 You haven't begun it, we haven't begun it. We will |

8 begin it in the lessons learned implementation.

9| DR. SIE3S: Roger, there is essentially two functions
I

10 that the NRC has to perform.
I

11 | One is to set standards os valLeria for safety.
t -

12 The other is to see that they are implemented.

(
13 But setting safety criteria, you can obviously do

14 it strictly on a performance standard basis. And to say that

15,| plants must be safe, obviously doens 't work. So you go to.a
I

16 | prescriptive procedt.;e.

!!

17(| You prescrahe the number of conditions that must

i18 'l,jbesatisfied. And in your judgment, if they are satisfied,
i

19 the plant will be safe, or safe enough.
,

.:

20 || And the secord step is to ensure by some means that
|

21 , these criteria have been met. One way is to do it with the
||

22 . audit function. The other is a puni M ne-type thing.

23 It seems to me you addressed the second much more

21 than the first in your discussion. The things the NRC does
,.a.;,,.cai n eco,ms , i nc.

25 l to see that its criteria are met -- are we all that sure that
r
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RMC 2 1 our criteria are that good? _4
|
i

2 i DR. MATTSON: We were discussing this in my office !

!
2~ this morning. That's very important. *

m i

i

4' When I say audit review, I mean to include the~ '

5 setting of criteria. I think that the audit done by NRR '

6 really occurs in two phases. '.,

7
.

The first is the setting of criteria. The second ;

i

8 is the review of designs for meeting those critera. i

.

9 Now, the setting of criteria, we do an audit sort

10 of thing, also. We have got very general guidance from the
i

l

11j! Atomic Energy Act, general guidance from the regulations,
,

g including the general design criteria, somewhat =cre specific12

'
13 guidance in the form of regulatory guides to the standard

4
14 !' review plan.

|

15 |
But.all of those taken in toto are the tip of the

;

15!, iceberg. Underlying all of those are purchase specifications,

0
17 ; performance test specificiations, nondestructive tests -- all

:

18 these things that go into implementation to meet the requirements.
ti

19 j You heard Minogue and the standards people talk

d
20 C about the necessity for an underlying body of codified good

i
21 ! engineering practice which NRC doesn't even touch with its

i

~

22!j regulatory guides.
!j

23si It stays cognizant of, s + ulates, keeps people
,:
.I

2d producing the sorts of things that ASTM and ASME and other'

ac,.*,..,. n. corms. inc. i

25 ! people work on year in and year out in the codification cf

i 798 130
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R. 13 1 good practice. i

- 2 If the tip of that iceberg, the criteria is too I

2' shallow, then the audit review won't function properly.m i ,

I

4 And I think there are indications - not necessarily -
.

5
,

from Three Mile Island -- where that tip needs to be expanded.

6 The classic example, to my mind, is environmental

d #3 7 qualificati6ns. '

8
.

9

10 '
. . . _

||
11 ;

! -

12 j

( 13

14

|
15 ;

I

16 !
i

!|

17 ''|
;

:
tl

18 'l
l

19 't
'i
'l

20 |

i

21 'I
!!

22 '-
_

23 -
,

.
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1 DR. SIESS2 What about single failure crite ria ?*

2 That's the cornerstone of this cuestion of hRC critaria.

s 3 DR . ?.tA TISO N : Yes. And if underlying that, there
.-

4 are not other specifications or criteria or requirements in .

,
5 the purcnase and construction and installation of that

6 equipment, then single f ailure criteria won't do it. If you

7 use a single failure critarion with basically unreliable

S equipement, it's not good enough.

9 DR. SIESS: I was backing aff in the other

10 cirection. Even if the single f ailure criterion is

il implemented 100 percent, it still may not do it. The

12 c rite r ion itself may not be enough. That's what I'm asking.
_

12 DR. MAITSON: Mell we're looking at tnat

la question. I didn't have anytning specific to say aoout it

15 today. We talkec about it the last time we were down.

11 Sasically what we said was we think the single failure

17 criterion as a design concept is a good one. Me ougnt to

18 keep it; we ought to supplement it. You'll recall we talked

19 to Dr. Okrent and his subcommittee aoout reliability

20 techniques as an overlay to the singla f ailure criterion,

21 the kind of thing us showed you had been down with a2

22 f eedwater systems for the Westinghouse and combustion

23 engineering designs.

24 DR. SIESS: It's nece ssary out not ne c e ssarily
_

25 s uf f ic ie nt .

~
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1 DR . MATTSON : Ina:'s casically where we're coming
.

2 doan. '| e s .

s 3 DR. SIESS: It's not as cuantitative as we mignt
.

4 get.
,

5 02. MATTSON: That's right, or can get in some

6 specific areas today.

7 DR. SIESS: We could be more quantitative.

3 DR. MATTSON: Yes.

9 PROFESSOR KERR: Roger, it seems to me that there

!0 is also -- you have said the objective is to achieve saf e
.

21 o pe ra t io n , and I think we a.ll agree tnat that is the

12 objective. And it is a dependable one, out in an
-

13 organization as large as the NRC and as compartcentalized in
.

I 14 some sense, it is sometimes difficult to keep that ocjective

15 in mind. For exa ple, in a sense the people responsible for

16 s?'. ting the se crite rie are those in Standards, i cuess, witn

17 input f rom the rest Of the Commission in whatever wa-/ tne

i3 inout occurs.

19 Le t's suppose that they do a very conscientious

20 job of studying the situation and write regulations.

El Presumably the objective is to achieve saf ety. Now at :nat

22 point, the rules of the criteria to be used oy the ir.dustry

23 and by the licensees and the regalators -- it is easy it

24 s eems to me and in sone caser i t o ccurs that at taa point
-

25 chs ceople involved forget accu: s:fety an: ne: re ::: e s r e d

.
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I with the regulations, particularly in environment wnere

2 there's a lot of litigation and controversy.

3 The idea of achieving safety can become lost in'

a the details of providing def ensiole positions at every step .

5 of the process. And this can be very discouraging, cotn to

6 the regulators and to the regulated.

7 I recognize that,. if my obsarvation has - any

8 validity to it, it's harc to avoid wnat I'm seeing in some

9 situations, but I also don't think it contribute _ to

10 safety. I think it's easy for the objective to get lost in
.

11 the regulations, in the defense involved, in the litigation

12 involved tnerein, tne auditing which can easily become a
_

13 paper exercise rather than something which is contricuting
(
' 14 to safetV.

15 I'n not trying to be critical of anybody oecause,

16 in the first place, perhaps my coservation is not valid.

17 But in the second place even if it is, I can see why it can,

13 occur. What I'n saying is that it seems to me that there

19 needs to be constant attention on the part of both the

20 regulators and the reg *: lated that : can't get lost in the

21 details cf the croce ss and lese signt of the ocjective.

22 DR. iATTSor;: I agree completely with what you

23 said. I thi.9: it's e valid co se r vat io n . My mocel of a few

-

ago 1 resp,nse tc thi ;nairr.aa's questions acout24 minutes

O W W d 0 W O
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1 Regulatcry Requirements Review Committee -- tnat to me is
_

2 tne epitome to me of being caught up in the process of

N 3 regulation ratner then in the act of assuring safety.

4 DR. SIESS: This is an inevitable result of the

5 prescriptive approach. Even if we killed all the lawyers,

6 we'd still have it.

7 (Laughter.)

S The more detailed you make your prescriptions, the

9 easier it is f or the person who's trying to implement the

10 rules to believe that if each prescriptive requirement is
~

J1 satisfied, he's acsieved the objective, even if he doesn't
~ ~

~

12 know what the cojective is.
_

12 I'm not speaking against the prescriptive
<

14 approacn. I don't know or any other one that will work.

15 DR. MATTSON: Well, let me respond to that as best

16 I can. One of the things we've talked about on the task

17' force is how do we avoid the staff being drawn down a narrow

13 channel to the nths of detail in a specific area, which

19 probably gets results beautifully -- the safest thing in the

20 country -- at the expense of missing the overall important

21 saf ety considerations at a systems level.

20 We ll, the only answer I know to that is thet if

22 the guy who's responsible down there for that detall did it

L' right so hat you don't have to bore in, then vou can keep
.

^5 this higher view, and you can keep f rom being prescriative
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: I and being in somebody else's business. That is, how to
-

2 choose one bolt from another bolt. But it depends on

s 3 somebody down there with those details doing them right.

4 which means that when you do an audit, you find out it's

5 correct' most of ths . time.

6 I'd throw in one piece of recent licensing

7 experience to. this discussion to add importance to it.
.

S Mr. Denton shut down five plants because of seismic design

9 last spring shortly before Three Mile Island, and there was

10 a lot of talk and consternation. And in his absence this

11 week, I've had the occasion to sign at least one order and

12 perhaps two starting a couple of those plants back up.
_

13 Until the evaluation is complete, the most significant thing

I 14 found, in my judgement, in the course of that reevaluation

15 was not the so-called error in the algebraic summation but

16 the fact that the licensees did not have full understanding

17 of the as-built conditions of the piping systems. The

13 hangers weren't wnere they were suoposed to be.

19 DR. SIE55: The most interesting thing to me was

20 that that was a surprise to you.

21 (Laughter.)

22 DR. MATTSON2 Well I can tell you for certain,

23 this agency has never reviewed the placement of hangers and

24
-

followed through on the design and seen they were in the

25 right place.
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r i DR. SIESS: As somebody who has been involved in

2 construction, that came as no surprise whatsoever to me.

-w 3 Now, do you make the system perf ect or do you allow for such

4 e rrors ?
,

5 DR. MATTSON: I.t depends on what those exrors are

6 capable of doing to the basic safety premise. If those

' 7 errors mean that the seismic' design is incapable for meeting

3 the requirements, then you'd better do something about it.

9 DR. SIESS: But you've been in an awful lot of

10 buildings that have the same kind of e rros.

11 DR. MATTSON: That's true.

12 DR. S!ESS: Ma yce in seismic areas.
_

13 DR. MATTSON: That's a good observation also.

(' 14 MR. SENDER: Well, Roger, the thing that seems to

15 be becoming the point of contention is how to determine the

15 effectiveness of the audit, and the ways in which you can

17 determine that have not been spellec out very explicitly

13 yet. The audit I'm talking about is the one which is tne

19 NRC review. I'm not trying to create something new. We've

i20 somet mes said that LERs provide a measure of audit. Some

21 people have said that operating experience as it is

22 reported, ne ver mind whether it's as important as an LER.

23 But I've never yet had any way of determining from your

24 presentation or from this 0578 aow one determines whethers

25 the review process is adequate or net.

~
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1 DR. MATTSON: And it's really a difficult-

2 question, you know.
.

em 3 MR. SENDER: I know it's difficult.

4 DR. MATISON: The review process is completed

5 significantly in advance of the accumulation of relevant

6 operational data. The data that you're getting today is

7 from plants that were reviewed according to a process that

S is much diff erent than the process that's in place today.

9 None of these operating plants were reviewd by the

10 Standard Review Plan. Their seismic reviews were done at a

11 time when the seismic technology of the country was still

12 growing. There have been significant advances in that field
,

13 in the last ten years. The list of tnat sort is long.

I 14 How do you measure the quality of the audit review

15 process? People have been wrestling with that question for

15 a fair length of time, and the only answer we seem to come

17 up with is: Make it deeper, and oake it broader.

15 MR. SENDER: Well we know you don't have infinite

i9 resources, so depth and creadth have to be controlled.

20 Also, we know that the review process will never be

21 perfect. Hardly anyone could disagree with Dr. Siess tnat

22 there are lots of construction errors and dimensional error s
23 still in the plant over and aoove tnose you've found in the

24 seismic review You known it and so do I and so does.
-

25 everybody in this room. It's a matter of wnetner they're
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1 important enough to have a serious impact on the safety of

2 the plant.

3 DR. MATTSON: I guess you're implying to me that~

4 we ought to have better yardsticks for measuring the

5 significance of the arrors that .we find.

6 MR. SENDER: Well I really.think that that's the

7 heart of the matter, because we're going to find mistakes

3 all the time. If we weren't, we wouldn't be having an

9 Inspection proce ss. It's not surprising that the inspectors

10 find things; that's what they're there for.

11 Sut I really would like to have some more

12 meaningf ul kind of an answer from the Lessons Learned
,

13 Commi.ttee to help us form some judgement. I.think we have

14 our own opinions.

15 DR. SIESS: I'm not sure it's go ing a answer it,

16 but you put it very well, Roger. The reason those five

17 plants were shut down on the seismic analysis error wat

la bec ause nobody could judge how important that error vas to

19 the safety.

20 DR. MATTSON: Other than that it was pervasive

21 throughout the plant.

22 DR. SIESS: Yes. The reason that the other 24

23 plants, which also did algeorsic summations, were noc snut

24 cown is tnat by that time people had go tten smart er.
_

25 DR. MAITSON: !ic , inat's not comple tely accurate.

.
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r 1 The five plants were shut down by and large beccuse it was

2 known that the error was pervasive and applied to a numoer

3 of safety systems and applied to systems throughout the'

. _ .

4 plant. In the case of subsequent discoveries in the use of -

2

5 algebrale sum, there's been part of what' you talked about,
'

6 that is better understanding and that it didn't make that

7 much difference. Plus, in some of those plants, the error

3 had been made on the primary system, and it turns out,

9 espite what would be an early judgement that that would bed

10 ow rse, that that's cetter because the system is of bigger

!! components, thicker components, and more regular ;ecmetry.

12 And the difference cetween algebraic sum and better metnods .

13 are not that large and can be easily demonstrated.

b 14 It was demonstrated in a number of days for a f ew

15 of those plants.__So that's some of what you say, but

16 there's some other stuff in there, too.

17 DR. 5I555: Basically the systems we're dealing

la with and their interactions are so complex that it is very

19 difficult to see how deviations affect safety. What I said

20 about construction -- we know how to take care of those

21 construction errors in design because it's a relatively

22 straightforward relationship betw_een an error in

23 construction and hov tne structure behaves. I don't think
.

_
24 we know that that tnorougnly for the large complex

23 inte rrelated s ystems in the nuclear plant.
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1 DR. MATTSON: 'larren <<1't-d to say something.- .

2 DR. VI NNERS Maybe voa wented to discuss the

3 Sandia study of the eff ectiveness of the: Standard Review

4 Plan?
-

5 DR . MATTSON2 That was sc7ething that was

6 started -- the idea was born a year or so ago -- to ask
.

7 Sandla to taka the reactor saf ety. study techniques and some 3

S current thinking on value and impact in the Standard Review

9 Plan and go off in an ivory tower and decide which portions

10 of the Standard Review Plan were, in a sense, overkill --
.

11 Loo many resources being a=pliec c areas that didn't have

12 tnat much to oc with the overall risk of nuclear power j

13 plants. .de saw some status reports on that early last
-
i la spring, but I naven't heard anytning acout it since ihree

15 2!.ile. Have you Wa rren?

16 D R . '.i! N.'!E R S : I think we're working on Three Mile

17 instead cf that.

13 DR. MATTSON: That's one po ssibility f or

19 developing yardsticks for deciding what is and what is not

20 important -- in this case, deciding what's important for

21 future designs. . rank was talking about deciding what's so:

22 important for plants already in operation, operating

23 experience.

24 We ll, let me go to the energency response area.
,

25 OR. SIESS: One cuick one. You centioned the
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I problem of the reviewer getting deeper and deeper into'

2 things. I sn' t thi; to somo extent encouraged by the

s .. Standard Review Plan where the review has been so formalized
.

A that you can take one specific area and assign one specific

5 knowledgeable individual -- not necessarily an experienced
.

6 individual but a knowledgeable individual -- to review that

7 part in isolation from all the other parts? So he tends to

8 get deeper and deeper into it.

9 DR. MATTSON: Yes, the compartmentalization that 1

10 was talking about, that is the down side of the Standard i,
.

11 Review Plan.
-- . - . . . .

17' Jose, you're si.tting back there. Are you moved to [

13 say anything? You're working in this area on the task

I, 14 force. Do you have anything to add at this point?

15 MR. CALVO: Jose- Calvo f rom the sta ff.
16 I'd like to try this on tne ACRS. I have not

17 discussed it with any members of the task force, but one way

13 to recognize the com artmentalization of the technicelr

19 review and also the technological inncvations, we also

20 recognize that the Standard Review Plan has given some

21 stability and predictability into the technical review

22 pro c e ss . I think that's from technical review perspective.

23 And it looks like tne overall safety perspective
_

24 somehow has been missed. It looks like tnet the interface,

25 between branches is ge.ttin; worse and worse e very day
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I because they are working in total isolation.

2 So to get around this, we're thinking of

-^s 3 establishing a Technlcal Review Soard composed of 50 percent
s _.-

4 technical managers and 50 percent technical reviewers, of
'

5 .which 25 percent of them wi_11 be assigned every year and ,

6 will be replaced by a counterpart every year. These people
,,

7 will look at what everybody else is doing, and they will ....

9
J,8 establish some kind of uniformity. They will challenge what r

it
9 is accepted as well as what was rejected, and they would .-d.

10 maybe treat somehow this overall regulatory perspective

.11 background..

12 Anyway, tais is one of the approaches that we are
,

13 looking into right now.

(, 14 DR. SIESS: It sounds like the ACRS to me.
'

15 (Laughter.) ::

!$ MR . CALV0: It may be a nini-ACRS, but it will be

17 flavored with the people that are actually doing the review

13 there, and everybody will have his turn, and there will be a

19 tendency for them to look at everytning that has happ e ned --

20 the operating experience, what happened in inspection and

e forcement, would all be f actored into this. think it
'

21 n

22 will get the review out of the isolation and put it back

23 into this Review Soard,- and--it will determine if anything
-

24 has been left out.
~

25 JR. 'AATTSoli: I think it's an interestin.g concept

~
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I but more in my judgement for a different reason. Sys tems
_

2 int egrat io n, I would say, is the basic reason for that.

3 We've got a variety of systems branches responsible f ors

- .

4 Integrating elements of the program, instrument systems and ;

5 so on. But the Division of Sy tems Safety, for example,

6 other than implementing the Standard Review Plan, performs

7 no overall systems integration of the review process.

3 Instead, we turn to individual project managers or managers

9 within the Division of Project Management to accomplish that

10 synthesizing and collating and other functions necessary to

!! reach some overall systems perspective in the review.

12 Tne kinds of things Jose talks about. I think,
_

13 would have merit in correcting some of the difficulties tnet

[ 14 come f rom the present proce ss.,

15 DR. CARBON: I'd like to raise one other

16 ouestion. The s ystems in other nations,. are they all

17 basically the same as ours?

13 DR . MA TTSO.N : That is one question that we left

19 out of the prepared remarks, but I do have some notes on

20 that. First of all, my perspective on this is generated by

21 participating in the IAEA safety standards activities fcr

22 the last five years off and on. I had an opportunity te cak

23 to Bob Minogue, who is the U.S. representative fer tnat
,

..

24 activity yesterday. It would be our judgenent that 0353* c-.ss
.

25 the f acts that all the developed natiens car icIpate i ., -a.
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I standard-se.tting activity and are fairly capable of reaching
,

-

2 easy agreement upon .both the content and the form of the

s 3 standards documents, that is the things that contain the
..

4 licensing and regulatory criteria,. that our general
,

5 understanding is shown by this experience to be true -- that
.

6 their level of regulatory involvement is approximately the

7 same or slightly less than what you see in the United

,b 8 States.

Y
9 Now one obvious question in this area would be

10 what about those nations where the government both regulates
.

11 and builds and operates nuclear power plants -- the :renc .,

12 the Russions , the East European nations. The cenclusien
,

13 I've stated, in my juogement, is equally applicable to those

[ 14 nations. They are writing standards and developing -

'

15 regulatory procedures that are couched at about the sane

16 level of detail and involvement as ours. If anythin;.

17 they're playing catch-up to us, as we nave gotten more and

18 mcTe detailed over the past f ew years. They seem to be e

19 step or two behind us. There are exceptions to the . cf

23 course, but as a general rule the system of regulation, :ne

21 audit review, depending upon the licensee, in scr.e coutries

22 another arm of the government, the operating organization

23 which is dapending upon them f or primary responsibility for

24 safety, seems to oe universal.

25

-
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" i PROF. Kr''' Roger, this may seem like an

-

2 irrelevancy, but do you r.. +'v estimate of what fraction
,

s 3 of the people we're view.ing have been inside a nuclear power
.-

4 plant? .

5 DR. MATTSON: I would guess it's very high, in

6 f act we've made quite an cffort to be sure that that's

7 true. I'd be surprised to learn that there has been someone- ,,
:%

3 in NRR reviewing plants for more than a year that hadn't !{
w
"~

9 been inside a nuclear power plant. We also make efforts to
:4.

10 intentionally hire people with experience. You run afoul of j3
.,,3

'

'- TI~~ revolving door policies when you do tnat, but there is a [j
12 sense of s,cirited com.netition for. resources in technology

-

13 where we intentionally go out looking for people --

I 14 PRC?. KERR: My impression nas riot extendec to

15 whether thev've been inside a nuclear power plant. I guess

16 I was not aware that there exist a large number of people

17 who have had operational experience.

13 2R. CAR 30.i You said, a large number?

19
__ _ _J.3. .M TTSON: There's oeen a large numoer of

20 people who heve been insida. There is not a large numoer of

21 people wPc have operational experience, but it's not an

22 insignificant number. It's probably not 50 percent, but

23 it's probably not 10 percent, either.
s

24 pN 7 KipR: rie talked some aoout systems
_

25 aapreacnes i.. e generei way. I aculd guess that some

'
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1 perspective in operating a plant is almost a recuisite of a
-

2 sys tems approach. The experience can convince you to do

3 some integrated thinking.,,

~

4 DR MATTSON: We find that especially true in tne
,

~

5 Reactor Sys'tems Branch and the IHC Branch, that that kind of
__

6 experience is nece.ssary, but I would not confine it just to

7 operat io ns. Design experience can accomplish pratty much - -4'
.

S the same thing. Seing involved in a design organization

9 who's responsible for putting the whole thing together.

10 DR. CARBO.l* 1s this a good time for a creak, as
,

~~~

11 far as you're concerned?

12 (Recess.)
-

13 PRGF. KERR: Go rignt sneed, Roger.

(, 14 DR. MATTSON: Tao points I think are important to

15 note in talking about the nature, that I think are worth

16 a dding to the reco rd. .irst. wnen the staff gets a new:

17 design for the most recent Fiestingnouse standard plant or

13 the newest boiling water reactor, the audit review takes on

1/ a sonewnat different character in taa case. The entire

20 standarc review plan can ce apolled for that new design.

21 Again, recognize the standard review plan by nature doesn't

22 cover all of the details, but the words I was reading early

23 in the presentation about the staf f being free to pick and
.

24 cncese in tne standard review plan cased upon what it's seen

25 cefore that would scply in a new des ign .

.
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1 The other point was that the audit review nas a' -

-

2 nuncer of cnaracters in it. .The staff doesn't audit, and

''. 3 licensing, the staff does audit inspection and enforcement.

4 The ACRS doesn't audit. The Subcommittee audits at one -

2
5 level of detail, the full committee audits at another level {
6 of detail. The public doesn't audit. The hearing board

,

7 doesn't audit. So there are multiple tiers of audit, but - ..

3 when you add up all the areas that are covered, they're

9 somewhat broader than may have been implied oy my earlier

13 worcs.

li And I think it's important to bear those things in

12 mino. .ie ll , I wanted to turn to the role in emergency
,

||h 13 s ituat io ns . I ought to start oy saying they're changing,
.

f~ 14 that rule is changing, so~the things I'm going to say are /
b

,,

15 brief and subject to further thought as that rule changes. Ii
.

15 The !!2C's role curin: and following an acciden:

17 and tne capabilities of activities needed to ce carried out

la to 1.rpl an ent that role nave been under accelerate: review

'

I? s inc e DtI-2. The Task Force on Emergency Planning was

20 established by the Commission re June 7th to critique the

21 NRC's current emergency pisnning process and to c velop a :

22 conpr hensive action plan.e

23 A draf t Task Force report has been issued and will
..

24 be finalized in the near future. Sec.sse of tne
v

25 encompa ssing nature of tnat erf:rt : :; .1 _ i ni: renarle-

-
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', I tc a orief retrospective of the circ's emergency response

2 role and an overview of new initiatives _1 tnis area related

(N 3 to NRR's activities. I believe that it would oe worthwhile

4 for this Subcommittee or perhaps the full Committee to .

.

5 arrange a separate briefing by the Task Force on Emergency
.

6 Planning to discuss this topic more fully,. Just so we're

7 clear in our understanding.

8 You will hear tomorrow in the full Committee

9 mee .ing a brief overview on NRR>s activities in emergency

10 pla nning , in more detail than I'm aoout to present. But

11 that, too, is only a part of the overall resconsioilities of
. _ .

12 the NRC Task Force on Emergency Planning. r49d's is oniv e _

13 portion of that overall plan.

(
la As indicated in the Emergency Preparedness Task'

13 Force r portu_the NRC.has_not adequately defined its role ine

i5 energency response. The po ssicle range of resoonse roles

17 ranging from monitoring to control of plant operations is

15 only inplicitly addre ssed in NRC planning and procedures

1y prior to th: Three Mile Island accident. To that extent,

23 42C's resoonse .'u na the accident was an ad hoc resconse.

11 Emergency planning cuts across several .!RC office

21 'ines durin; tne process of generating guidance to licensees

.'. and m:nsrs; " owe ve r , enere are no effective JRC-wide.

,' piece or organizational arrangements2a c oc- are: _.._,

e E. ...Ab = ) ce be - C a b e
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I results. This lack is particularly important in view of the
.-

2 meny intergnases involved, including the licensee, tne

s 3 state local authorities and other f ederal agency.
''

4 Tne emergency plans of all power reactor licensees

5 nave been reviewed uy the licensing staff ln the past for

confor ance to the general provisions of Aopendix E tom6
s .~,=
'M

7 10 CFR 50. Recently, additional guidancs has been T;t
m
t

S developed, primarily in Regulatory Guide 1.101, the

9 emergency planning for nuclear power plants. But this

10 guidance has not been fully implemented. The NRR sta.ff

Il plans to undertake an intensive effort over the next year to

12 improve the preparedness by licensees at all operating power ;
'

13 reactors, and those reactors scheduled for an operating
.

license decision within tne next year.la

15 This effort will be closely coordinated .'ith the
*

it perailci e ff ort by the Office of State ?rograms to' improve

17 state end local response plans througn the concurrence

15 process. And the Office of Inspection and inforcement's

19 e fforts to verif y proper implementation of licensee

20 emergency creparedness activities.

21 The staff effort will include upgrading emergency

22 plans to satisfy Reg Guide 1.1 01 , implementation of the

23 related reconmendations of the Lessons Learned Tesl; Force,
-

24 sucr es instrumentation to f ollow the course of an accident,

25 rne estaclishement of an on-site tecnnical supcort center
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I and the creation of emergency operatf or: centers near reactor*

2 sites to house multi-agency support personnel activities,

em 3 Improve licensee off-site monitoring capabilities and test
-

e ercises of approved emergency plans with the participation -x4
2

5 of feder-1, state and local licensee perso-nnel. ]
6 Similar action plans are under development by each

7 of the affected offices within the NRC. Through these plans -

S there needs to be much better definition of accident

9 response roles and cetter training of the technical and
..gis

'i 'W'f10 management staff of tha NRC for crisis situations like
=s.t

11 TMI-2. No matter how the overall role of NRC is changed in 3
.t

~12 the coming months, at this point I'd like to stop talking ~ ~ ' "_I

13 about the NRC role in assuring safety and switch to the

14 . licensee role. And I suspect unless vou have ouestions on

13 emergency preparedne ss which you're going to hear more about

15 t: morrow, we'll move right into that.

17 DR. CARBON: Go rignt on.

13 DR. MATTSON: The Committee has indicated its

19 interest in a numoer of que stions that we will broadly

20 categorize as the licensees role. In particular, as it

21 relates to plant operations. I'll begin this discussion

22 with operator training and operator cualifications.

23 Modifications to the existing training pro; ram and

(j 24 the examination proce ss for reactor operators will

25 inc o r.co rate the le ssons learned from T'iI-2. Emphasis will

_.
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'

I be placed on the use of simulators, both as a trainir g
_

2 device and an examination tool. Unlike the present
.

3 situation in which some, but not all applicants receives

~

4 simulator training, in the future, each applicant for an .

,

5 operator's license will undergo training on a simulator I

.:

6 representative of his facility. In addition the operating
.

7 portion of the NRC license examination will be conducted on ._.3sn-
:%

8 a simulator, during which an evaluation will be made of the 3
. . ,

9 individual's ability to manipulate the controls and to y
10 diagnose and respond to abnormal emergency situations.

_

11 If the individual is an applicant for a senior

12 operator's license his acility to direct the activities of
.

13 reactor operators will also be evaluated during a simulator

I la exercise. A nnua lly , individuals will be required to return

'15 to the sinulator for training in routine and non-routine g

16 operation and for ra certification of their ability :: ca rry

17 out responsibli? ties of their license.

13 In a dditic., to the use of simulators, the

1; curricula for training programs will be required to olace

20 greater emchasis on thermodynamics, hydraulics and fluid

21 flow and heat transfer. Questions relating to these

22 subjects will be incorporated into the iiRC written

2 3-- e xamina tio n. -- -

24 Experience requirements for applicants for senior

25 operator licenses will ce increased t7 rough further guidance
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1 as to what is acceptable power plant experience. In

2 addition, once a plant is operating, an aopiicant fer a

'N 3 senior operator's license must have at least three months
v

4 continuous on-the-joo training as an extra man on-shift. -

.

5 - In addition to these improvements in operator

6 craining and qualifications, the Lessons Learned Task Force

7 has recommended the addition of Shift Technical Advisor to --

S the control room operating staff. The role of the snift

9 technical advisor' will be to supply additional analyt.' cal

10 capability on-shif t to support the shif t supervisor's -

.

11 command and control functions. The snift tecr.icci acvisor

12 will have a bachelor's degree equivalent in a science or _

13 engineering discipline supplemented by specific trai.-ing in
(

14 the response ant ena' ysis of the particular plant fors-
,

*

15 transients and accidents.

16 It is also reconmended that the techalcal advisor

17 receive training in the structure systems and component

la design and layout of the plant, including raining in tne

19 functions and capacilities of instrumentation and control,

20 in the control room. In a ttion to the emergency

21 o,ce rations acvice f unction, the shift tecnnical advisor is

22 also to cerf orm a routine engineering function as part of

23 the clant operations organization.
...

(_) 2J This latter function includes the f a:dback cf

25 orerating 2'<perience on plant co? rating Orccecures anc
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1 policy.

2 Another area of interest in your agenda was

( 3 11cansee technica. support.~%

.-

4 DR. CARBON 2 Excuse me, before you leave tnet ,

.

5 f.irst topic. Mave you in the past specified curriculum

6 requirements f cr operators being trained, and do you specif y

7 anything with regard to the qualifications of the trainers,

3 the teachers?

9 DR. MATTSON: Jim Milhoan from the Lessons Learned

10 Task Force will address that question.
.

-

11 MR. MILiiO AN: Jim Milhoan , .iRC sta.f f . The answer

12 to your cuestion is yes. There are reactor personnel j

13 curricula established. It would cepend on what pnase yo u' re
'

( 14 talking acout. For tne purpose of this discussien, I'll ce_
.

,

!5 talking about a person with no previous nuclear experience. ~~

16 Prior to obtaining a license, this person would ce

17 recuired at a new plant to go tnrough a 42-week fundamentals

13 course. He wou] d also ce requirec to go :nrough

!? a?croximately a three-month cesign lecture course, which

20 would f amiliari:e him with the N5SS design. Me would ce

21 required in go throuia approximately a four-conth simulator

22 c o ;/rse conoined with an ooservation course, of observing --

23 observations at an operating power plant. He would also ce
.

24 2:uired to go through aporoximately a cne-year on-tne-joos_,

2: - .inin; course, wnicn would add all tnose to eculval 7: ::

]]8 \E
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1 acproximately two years of training .orior to obtaining a

2 license in :he pcwer clant.
.

' 3 But. your specific question, I think was related to
.

4 tne fundamental: course,.which is approximately a 12-week :

.

5 course.
..

6 02. CARSON: I wasn't aiming exclusively at th at .

7 It was a broader question of whether you. specify in general ;
2

8 wnat they nave to study and how long the program is, and the
..

O qualifications of the teachers.
.,
.

J'

10 MR . 14ILiiO AN: W ith respe:: to :ne qualifications
5

- _ _ _ _
~

11 of the instructors, wo have not specifically addressed that .

12 in the cast. na are addressing and reconmending to the
_

to , . r.. .< a e .< . 7 '..h.=*. .- a. . . i n
a u =. .'. .i ' # .- =. '. .* n a-' . ^ . .' ..e.-"..'^.e .. =. =. -*"e ^ ". , .. . . .

(
14 '.o b e a d."- =s.e e d 4 .7 "."....2=.. w = . .= .' l . 7...=. 4e a '. .' .- s *. a- '. a - "--*

. . . . . . . .y ..
e

;:. r o. e- ..m. a. .n d. .* 1 ^ '. .t.= ^"''.".'.'.=..io,^.'..^.a. '...=. 4.^.s.." *.- 2..- ...a _=
^'w . ., x- . . . .

16 senior reactor o. :rator's license. Inere need to oe

17 additional qualif tzetions of the instructor.

13 cfe wi.1 oe working witn the newly-formed :nstitute

1) - f-or Nuclear Power acerations to define better qualifications

2^ for the instructors at the power plants.

21 DR. CAR 30!: And a senior reactor operator, then,

22 I gue ss, froc wnat you've scid needs the same training at a
23 mini u7 as a reactor operator, olus three months minimuc of

.

;
. . . . ._; . ,. e , , n , ,. - .. u... ,. Con.. i wo- si. 1 -

w ., */, .. s...=, .., =.fs .<.s_, - ... o. . .. . .

-
rm y _a . ..- . . = . .. 1ys.o - a.3.a o. , , a n . . . e,a.a...),. e a .au. . . . . . . . . ... so . . . . .

~
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1 MR. .MILHOAN: With regard to tne present training.

__

2 for a senior reactor operator, ne would normally go through

'N 3 :ne same proce ss as a reactor operator. de are loc. ting at
u

4 tne upgrading of the qualifications of the senior rea ctor

5 operator in the area of better understanding of

6 thermodynamics, heat transfer, the basics course which would

7 provide him a more updated capability for the senior reactor .;.

3 operator. That will be- a longer term considerat. ion of the

9 Task Force.

13 DR. CARBON: And now much experience will ne ce
, . _ _ . . . _

ll recuired to have?

12 "R. MILdG AM fhe senior reactor operator would be

13 required to have a=proxinately four years of experience.
(
is 14 The nunbers escape me, but two years of that four years

15 could be credited to academic training. Credited for two

15 yearo of that four vaars in tasse areas. Prior to cecoming

17 a senicr reacter operator et a power plant, we're

13 reconnending that he serve six acnths as a reactor operator.

19 DR. CAR 30!: Thank you.

20 DR. MATTSON: I think if I could add :c - -t Jir

21 said, and then turn to :.~.e next question.

22 MR. t.'.ATHI S : dell. you nenticned ne Institute,

23 the training group that ind'rs rv eno :-- licens ees n= ve set
-

ss 24 up. Are you :orking :losely .I:. Te- in :!.: Ocv-i : en: of

25 tnese criteria.'
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' i MR . MILHOAN: The Institute is just in its
,

2 formative stagest in fact, the site for the Institute has

]
3 not been selected, acr the Directer of the Institute. My

4 understanding is that there will be a series of six regional -

_

5 meetings neld from the period of 16 August to the 2nd of , . ,[

6 Septencer to discuss the formation of the Institute, the ".
7 policies for the Institute. -'

6 ne have been in touch with Ramey Pack and Chauncey
,

9 Starr, who have been selected to form the Institute, the

13 policies for the Institute.. de have requested a meeting
.

11 with the Institute and we certainly are encouraged by this

12 e ff ort and we would plan to work very closely with tnem. -

13 PROF. KERR: So the ar.swer to Mr. Matnis' question

[w- 14 is no.'

15 DR. MATTSON: The answer is yes, they're just not

15 tnere yet.

17 PROF. KERR: I thought he said, nave you worked

i5 closely with the Institute in estaclishing these criteria.

IP OR..MATTSON: First of all, there is no Ins t itut e

20 yet.

21 PROF. KERR: I was not being critical of tne

22 answer. I was trying to interpret it. I int er pret it to be

?- no.
- -

,

V .7 - 29. MATTSON: Tne t's r ight . The re is some

a: q u e .e ' ~ . Es to whether we shoulc, to wnst degree snould we

~
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i be involved in that activity.
.

2 :.G . MATHI5* Well, Roger, earlier you mentioned

^ 3 the fact that the licensee is the person or the group that

4 are truly responsible for safety. It would seem to me that

5 that, along with the fact that you don't wish to get down

6 into a lot of detail would say that this, on the part of the

7 licensee and utility is really a step in the right direction

3 to solve some of the problems. Do you wish to connent on
|
L 9 that?
,

W 10 DR. MAITSON: Absolutely. I couldn't agree more.

11 That's why I say it's not clear to me that we should be

12 involved at the ground floor. I think we want to share _

13 philosopnies as this thing gets started. I would look more

( la towards a long-term involvement in maybe the same sort of. , ,

13 way that NRC relates to the (.SME bollar and pressure vessel
15 codes. We accept the code as a way to ensure reliability of

17 the pressure vessel. Once a person commits to r.eet che code

13 ve a ccept that. One might look forward to several years

li down the road, accepting a certification oy a nuclear

20 operations institute as sufficient qualifications for a

2: senior reactor operator, once tne cualifications set oy Ona

22 institute are examined and tested and found to be

23 acceptable.

2#Ks

23

~
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PM 1 1 MR. MATHIS: And you would- just follow on with an

2 audit function basically to ensure you are doing it properly.
g

I
3i DR. MATTSON: Yes.

im
'

- 4 I wanted to turn to the area of licensee technical
:

a

5 support. Current practice is for the NRC to review at the OL I

6 stage of licensing each applicant's technical resources avail-
^2
'#7 able to provide backup support for the operating organization

.,

8 For normal plant operations, the special capabilities

9 that should be included in this review are engineering exper-

10
-

tise in the field of nuclear, mechanical, structural, electrical,
,

li thermohydraulic, metallurgy, materials, instrumentation and
i -

12 ] controls, plant chemistry, health physics, fueling and
F

I 13 y refueling, operations support, maintenance support, and fire
!|

-

14 ' protection. <

l

i
15 , The final safety analysis report is required to j

i

16 ! provide an organi::ational chart showing the management of

ii
;7 h technical support, headquarters structure. It also identifies |3 .

18 'p qualification requirements for headquarters staff personnel !
i

| |

'1 in terms of numbers, educational background, and experience |
! |20 [!for each identified position or class of position providing ;

|i

21 | headquarters technical support for plant operations, and it |
| 1

22 ! includes specific educational and experience background i
- p I

22 | requirements for individuals holding the management and super-
c

24 visory positions.
,.mv.i m.oon.n. inc. .

However, once a plant goes into operation, y e id25

9
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RMC 1 no further rereview of technical support provisions by the

2 NRC. The Staff has not established definitive acceptance i

3 criteria for these technical support provisions to be required ,

rw ,

t
=

'- 4 of licensed applicants. !

i
5 We have generally looked to the utilities to

6 demonstrate that some capability of each area of expertise

7 does exist. Some utilities have extensive maintenance forces

8 that move from plant to plant for major maintenance. In the

9 case of nuclear plant, they would be assigned during the period
7

10 of a refueling outage. i
~

11 |
_

With these forces, they generally assign to the .
.

'

! -

12 project several engineers with backgrounds in nuclear, mechanical,
,

4

4(, 13 electrical, instrumentation and controls, to handle specific |
|

14 i problems. |

15 Where they do not have the needed technical depth

!
16 or specific areas on their own headquarters or maintenance crew'

,

17 staff, the utilities would contract for the work. j
e

18 In addition, they normally would have at least one

M" chemist an d health physicist under consulting arrangements to
;

|' ,

20 j provide backup to plant staff. For small utilities, the backupt
i
i

21 | engineering support may be less than a dozen persons. i

i

%., This number ranges upward to the other end of the |22
, ,

3 i

22 'j spectrum to perform their own architect, engineering services

24 ' and have engineering departments numbering hundreds.
,

,se-einwornn.im.j
,

'
25 ! Generally, such home office support is available to

|
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RM 1 respond to a plant site for unexpected plant conditions.

- 2 Generally, this is within a matter of a few hours.

3 All of the criteria in the review process that I
|
i'

~

4 have just described apply to normal plant operations. There j
! -

~

5 in no regulatory guidance that consistently covers the capa-
.

6 bilities or role of technical or smagement personnel during

7 an emergency. ;

8 As a follow-up to the Three Mile Island accident,

~

9 the Staff is conducting an overall review and evaluation of

10 the management and technical resources available to utilities
.

11 h who own and operate nuclear power plants to handle unusual
'
- -

12 ! events or accidents.

13 As a start in this review, we requested that all

14 power reactor licensees provide specific and detailed infor-

15 mation that describes the capability of their management and

i i

I
16 I technical staffs. The information requested is contained in

|
i

17 e a June 29th letter from Mr. Denton to all power reactor licensees.
,1

18 The deadline for response was July 30th.
l.

19 h It is clear tnat there is a lot of information I
r. i

'

20 ) coming in. Seeing some of it, it is in stacks.
N

2i l is too early to tell you generally what it says,76

22 but from a cursory examination, Staff is concluding that therey,

i22 h will be changes in the requirements, a need for changes in the
U

24 - requirements for this kind cf support personnel.
w rw.i mmomn. is !| ie

25 0 I should mention that the shift technical advisor
'

a
I
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MG - 1 is also one step in the direction of improving technical support

2 to opereting organizations. Other ancillary changes have !
|

alsobeenrecommendedintheshort-termlessonslearnedreport,!*

3
i

'-
4 such as the establishment of onsite technical support centers i

.

5 and onsite operational support centers. -

.

6 The Staff is also working with the ANS-3 subcommittee

!

7 in revising and upgrading the national standards in this area. |

8 I would also expect that the Nuclear Operations

9 Institute will have some opinions and role to play in this area.
I
i

10 MR. BENDER: Excuse me, Roger, you made reference :
,

I
li to this operations group a couple of times, and it has been

| -

12 in the press mentioned once or twice. Is it really in being,

I 13 and what is it?
w

14 DR. MATTSON: The Nuclear Operations Institute

15 was announced by the Edison Electric Institute a month or more .
t.

16 ago here in Washington. It is to be formed by EEI in much !
!

17 the same manner, as I understand it, as EPRI was formed, that |
|'

18 is, with money from individual utilities. i
I
:

i c !,! I will have a board of directors of utility chief I
i i

F l

20 executive officers and people from other walks of life. It |

! will have an Institute staff. It will set criteria for21
!
i_

22 | qualifications and training at all levels of operations or !

v j ,

, ,

:2 ] organi=ations, not just reactor operators and senior reactor
,

24 ; operators.
,:c :.re Recomn, Inc. ! '

i

25 Chauncey Starr of the EPRI organization, and a small;
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RM 1 staff, have been ordained to conduct a 3-month study, as I j
t

- 2 understand it, to lay out the basic structure ini operating |

3 philosophy and what have you for this Institute.

,'
4 Mr. Milhoan has been in contact with that staff

,

.

~

5 and knows some of the details. -

6 I am to meet with Mr. Starr sometime in the next

'

7 couple of weeks. The date that seems to be in my mind is next,

8 and I will probably know more after that meeting.

9 It is my understanding that the industry looks to ,

i
i

*

10 , this Institute as one of the major forms of its response to the j
I

I

11 'i Three Mile Island accident. ,

b ,

12 I MR. BENDER: Thank you. I

I( 13 DR. MATTSON: I was going to turn to the command
s

i

14 i and control function.
'

l

15 You identified a question in your agenda about the

16 ! authority and responsibility of people above the supervisor I

"hj, to interject themselves into the recovery operation following
d !

18 a reactor accident. Are there any questions on the previous

4 thing? I

!
$

2 0 |', (No response. ) |
|I |

21 || DR. MATTSON: We recognize this as naving potential
-

Il i

22 I! safety significance in our task force report, and addressed !

li !

22 it in Section 2.2a. Control Room Access, where we said that !

;!

24 e a concurrent problem at Three Mile Island was that senior .

~ ~ - w awanm. Inc. |
I25 , plant managers were included among those gathering in the control
F
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20 Questions arose as to wh.: was responsible for
'l
9

_
3' directine tne activities. Only a licensec senior operator |

I i
,

[4 '; may direct the activities of licensed operators, hence the
ii -

i shift supervisor is in charge unless relieved by a senior
'

6, licensed management representative or .another shift supervisor.
i

7 !. The authority problem can be compounded if the
il

a !' senior member of management present in the control is not

9 ,I licensed. In that case, although he has responsibilities for

i .

10 ; overall safe plant operations, he does not have the legal.._;

1

3 ' !! authority to direct the licensed activities o f the operators,a

4 -

120 nor does he have the proven knowledge of systems operation
a .

Il ir
' 13 ] that is prerequisite to holding a license. |

!' i

14 l The task force's recommended short-term solution !

I

15 was to address the problem through administrative controls, |
. i

!16 which would require a member of plant management who assumes
'! |

7 y responsibility for the direction of activities to hold a !

__ #' _ |
,

la valid senior operator's license. j
i

19 ' Our position in this regard was as follows: !

:i !
'20 '! Licensees are to develop and implement procedures

O

21 , that establish a clear line of authority and responsibility ;

22 in the control room in the event of an emergency. The line ofs. ,

i

33N succession for the person in charge of the control shall be

24 i established and limited to persons possessing a current !

wJm.i a.oon.n. inc. ;
,e' :

~| senior reactor operator's license. }gg jg4
i , i

Ie

e i
~

d I
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R 7 ii The plan shall c:learly define c.he lines of communi-

I
'

2i cation and authority for plant management personnel not in~

| -

3 is direct command of operations, including those who report to

\'~'
4 stations outside the control room.

.

5 That's what we have done. I'm not sure that that
-

6 was the-ful.1 scope of the question, but I will pause there

7 and see if there were other things that were of interest.to. -

8 you.
'

9 DR. CARBON: I think one thing that's of interest

10
,

would be are you setting up qualification requirements for - - -~

11 : people above shift supervisor? -- ;I

12 DR. MATTSON: We talked about that. We did not
,

13 do it in the short-term report. We have ideas under con--

14- sideration for the long-term report. Personally, I think I am

15 going to be a little bit reluctant for the task force -- I

16 haven't told them this yet, but I will tell them now -- to
I .

17 | speak to those qualifications in the final report, other than

18 to say that there ought to be some.

19 i We know that the Nuclear Operations Institute
n
i

20 | has said publicly they are going to set such criteria. We
i

i

21 ' also know that the ANS-3 subcommittee has already had a series

22 of meetings, part of whose intent was to develop criteria

23 ' and qualifications requirements for people other than senior

24 | reactor operators, people up in the organi::ation. ,

,.s o.re seconm, inc. ie
. ,

25 I think we need to see how those things move along !

|
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'

RMG, i before the Staff promulgates criteria. If they don't move

2 along, I think it would be quite logical that we would. I

3 think there is need for it.
,

4 Jim wanted to add to that.

5 MR. MILHOAN: There are pre.=ent qualification

6| requirements in the ANSI standard ANS-3.1 which is endorsed

7 by Regulatory Guide 1.8 for certain of the positions above

8 chift supervisor -- by that, I mean the operations super-

ti
9' intendent and the plant manager.

10
,

We have that guide out for comment at the present
,

i

II[ time. We will be reevaluating those positions in that guide. j
; -

12 ' DR. MATTSON: That's a guide that we specifically '

,
13 asked for comment after Three Mile Island on this particular

,

I4 problem, is it not?

15 MR. MILHOAN: That 's cor:act. We sent out a.

16 Federal Register notice and asked specifically for comment on f
;

i
17 all courses of events.

.

18 MR. BENDER: Roger, I am sympathetic to the points |
!

19 h you have made, namely, that maybe the regulatory staff shouldn't
'! '

20 j be specifying the capability of mangement organization, and j

||
'

.

21 perhaps even the technical organization at the highes t levels'. !

22 It does seem to me, though, that you ought to be

B !

22 ] calling attention to some things that ought to be included. '

24 f For example, risk evaluation capability. I know that
n.same amomn. inc i ,

25 | is one which is on everybody's mind. It seems to me that some '

798 166 i -
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RF 9 1 of those things ought to be culled out.

2 I don't want to make a list here, but without

.
3 saying what the qualifications ought to be, I think considera- i

4 tion needs to be defined to some degree by the NRC.so the

5 public and industry both know what the important things

6 are to take into account.

7 DH. MATTSON: That's an important comment. Another

8i one that occurs to me is although it foesn't directly go to

9 the question of what an individual i; qualified to do, you

10
. might want to speak to what, an organizational philosophy |

II~ must cdntirn and what structures within the organization would
,

12 be supplied to carry out that philosophy.

13 For example, we have plant operating review committees

14 , that exist _in. most, if.not all, power plants. It might be that

15 it would be useful to restate, rethink, redefine somehow how

15 safety dec.isions are being made day in and day out by plant
| |

17 jj operations management personnel, or maybe better yet, how !

i i

18 safety is factored into all of their decisions. !
I

M ;. We hear a lot about safety being the responsibility
;

|| |

20 | of the operations orgeaizations. They have a competer for |
'

h .

21 their attention, that is, economics availability. How are i
j

I

22 , those two things counterbalanced in an individual organization?|y
-

:
|

22 i If not enough attention is being paid to safety,
,

_

24 ;l which certainly scme of the things I have said imply, then
,.a m necon m ...x.p ,

25 '; at what crense to these other things are those considerations '

| 798 167
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GM 1 to be made, and how are you to measure whether that is enough

2 consideration?
.
4

i
3 MR. BENDER: I have in mind the situation that '

'

4 exists at Three Mile Island, where two plants were built
;

.

5 side by side. And it warn't evident that the owners of the i :
I

6 plants took very much ped.n uo be sure _ hat tliere was con-

7 sistent basis for: the two, as an example of things that one

a would think an own'. : ought to be responsive about if he is

|
9 going to be sensitive to public safety questions. i

I !
10 | MR. MATHIS: Roger, you mentioned the needs to have |

-
,

,

I
11 management philosophy of how safety fits into the picture.

E

_

'. 2 ' We have talked abour this new man, the shift safety engineer.

Do you care to comment how you picture him in the organization'b'
13

||
14 !: structure and what his respcnsibilities are compared to the

! !

15 ; shift supervisor? |
!

I

16 DR. MATTSON: Well, when he is advising the shif t ;
'

I!

./ g supervisor, he is clearly subordinate to the shift superviscr. !
i

'
.

18 t In his normal duties, he is supplementary to and quite different
| I

M' from the shift supervisor. He is applying engineering expertise
:
i

20 ] to the review of operating experience and operating policy
'

!8

21 , to assure that operations are carried out in a safe manner. i

I ',
22 h So he might, for example, have communication lines

a
4

22 'i directly to high engineering authorities in the utility

24 organi=ation that a shift supervisor didn't routinely hcve,
- 9M m: M90c mri,Inc.|

25 hav ing to go through a hierarchy of operations management. ~
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RMC 1 1| For example, if the shift safety engineer is reviewing

|
2' a LER from a plant of like design and he sees a difficult

,

3 situation could be encountered in his plant for which there ,

m ,
i, ,

!- 4 are no procedures or there hasn't been any well v.hought out

f plant response characteristics, nobody's run the codes, theyj
i

6 !' hadn't requested the vendor to tell them exactly how well the
I

.

'

7 plant responded in this particular instance that people hadn't

a' thought of before -
-|

9j I don't. think the shift technical advisor would
!

10 i take that information.to the shift supervisor, the SRO, and
i u
I !

11 [ say, "Take this thrmugh the operations organization to get us |
| i

12 | an answer. " '

( '

13 Instead, he would say to some higher engineering

14 !|
i.

| authority, "We need to pay our vendor or whoever to do an '

i
15 analysis of this situation. Give us some advice. Because my j

,

16 | operations crew is not trained in this event and they should be "
i I

!i

7n And that authority would make some decision and
3

la d see that that stuff was supplied.
'

l'|:

M / PROF. KERR: I am p' . , ._ , 1: hat you picked out this
L ;

20 :! particular facet of his activity, because it. seems to me that [
!

21 y it is neither necessary that the person who do- this be on
h '

22 || shift, or that it be one individual.,.

v
|! r

22 The kind of activity you are talking abcut her=,

24 || it seems to me, could be done almcst anywhere within an
-. e ... asioon n. inc. g

25 ! engineering organization. It doesn't require,somebody constantly
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l

l |i| on shift. f'1G

'i !

2 i I wculd have thought you would speak more to his j

3 emergency contributions.

( i
4d DR. MATTSON: I spoke to his emergency contributions''

n .

5 very succinctly; you.are right. And I think that perhaps I
~

.

6| agree with you, that there may be alternative ways to supply- '

|
~

7| the emergency response expertise other than making it the j{j
,/

8 same individual who supplies the LER review expertise. We -

9' talked to that in our meeting with licensees on August ist.;

I t
10 l I think that alternative approaches like that are !. ,

3. l:I
.

particularly attractive to Mr. Denton. I think he is v.ery ;
'

!

I2[ interested in what the committee might have to say tomorrow i

: .

13 ' on that score before he makes up his mind and recommends to

d? the Commission where he thinks he ought to go with the shift
i

15 technical advisor.

It might, for example, be quite possible, if it |16

'

U !j is acceptable for a utility to say, "I'will supply that ,

|:
:

18 !I engineering operations safety function on the day shift with
I,

c -
,

'

the.follcwing three or four people, than to give the expert
li
a

20;' technical capability in the control room for plant response '

I

21 | diagnosis. - --

i
.

g 22 | "I have got either this kind of qualification in
|,

_.a
"9 my existing senior reactor operators, which is w=y beyond

-

..

- w - a po,wn. ine.q your requirements, or I have got it in this other member of
"

;

25 | the staff who is on shif t, or I can get it within six months,
41
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hl3
'

I or things like that, and we will put together a package ofR
f

i i

2[ things that Will accomplish the two functicns that we have |

I
3' described for the shift technical advisor." !

,,

~ 4 I think we have left open some flexibility for ;
,

5 such approaches.
,

6 PROF. KERR: I would very arbitrarily try to divide
,

1

7 the contributions into instinctive and contemplative. That |
|

8 sort of provides also a short term and long term. !
,

t

9 It seems to me the instinctive responses could be !
'
,
.

'10 very meaningful, but they can only be provided by somebody who
. i

II | is almosu an operator type who keeps very familiar with the
> -

I2 | day-to-day functioning of the plant as it would normally
6 !

( 13 ! operate and becoming familiar with the sort of things that |
|

I4 ) might occur in an emergency, the sort of things that might

I5 f have to be done in a hurry, and therefore almost instinctively.

16 The contemplative contributions, it seems to me, |
t

17 could be provided in a number of ways by some engineering |
l!18 individual or organization. In fact, I have difficulty in

.

"
thinking of a way in which this could be most effectively .

;i

end #6 20 t supplied by somebody or some five people who would be on shift.
I

21 ; i
!

!

22 !ss n ,

!

22

2;

e.:w: mecomn. inc.1
0

'

25
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' )v 1 DR. MATTSON: I think I don't disagree with the

2 thought you've expressed, but I wculd add that .in the

3 instinctive response I think there ought to be engineerings

4 training, and it isn't there today, in the main, and in the .

5 main, it can't be provided tomorrow by SRos with engineering

5 treining. Yet, I think E would want it sooner than that

- 7 training can. be given to existing SRos. Henca, we came upon

S the concept of the. shift technical adviser, and we're trying to

9 be efficient in how people used him and serve this other

10 function simultaneously; one, because they interact with one
~

11 another and they help one another.

12 And having done it and seen quite an outcry, I think i

13 compromises may be in order where we see oath functions are

f
_ 14 served, recognizing that the instinctive response are is an

13 area that is going to see continuing change over the next few

16 years as operators get better qualifications and training, and

17 as control rooms become better in the sense of response

13 diagnosis, display, and that sort of thing,

19 MR. SENDER: Again, to broaden the nature of the

IO question that some of us are concerned about, how good a shift

21 technical adviser could ever be, how well trained, the

22 observations from Three Mile Island, I think, were tnat the

23 important thing was to get a broader base of knowledge
s

; ) 24 accessible to the operators in a reasonably short time.
v

25 Some of that knowledge came from the supply industry,

_
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pv i and some came from the architect engineering support, and some

2 from the operational support.
,

-

3 What a ttention are you giving to that capaoility and

4 how to get that built into the operating support of the plant,

5 and used of ten enough so that it doesn't become a first-time

6 experience at the time of a national emergency?
~

7 DR. MATISON: That's a good point, and I don't

3 suspect that we have a satisf actory answer to you. I think we

9 appreciate the point. About the only way we've spoken to it is
.

10 to recognize that the need to communicate plant status
~

~

ll inf ormation off-site is a need that e>. tends not only to NRC,

12 out also to the vendor and the arcnitect engineer, so tnat they _

13 have tne capability to communicate reactionary advice or
r

la inf ormation to the control room,

la inat whole system of defining goals and defining

16 c ommun icatio ne and leading eventually pernaps to drills is

17 something that is going to take some time to tnink tnrough.

IS MR. BENDER: At least it has to be something that is

_l?__ ._used of ten enougn so that people know now to use it. It will

20 never work unless you have something, unle ss it's tested f ai ly

21 frecuently.

22 DR. MATTSON: The last topic on your agerue was the

23 subject of plant performance. Is the role of the lic e ns ee's
_

24 relation to -- I can't get it straight -- the role of

25 performance and management capaoilit.ies -- that is , now they

-
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pv i correlate? As I said earlier, we are conducting a survey to

2 find out the management and technical resources currently

3 available. Once we have that information, it may be possible'-
,

4 to derive a correlation between management and technical

.
5 capabilities, on the one hand, and plant performance, on the

6 other hand.

7 We haven't developed such a study. And I suspect we

5 wouldn't be adverse to it if it looks like the right thing to

9 do.

10 We do have some history of evaluating licensee
- -

11 perf ormance with which you could correlate this study of

12 capabi lities. Let me just summarize those:
_

13 In the Office of Inspection and Enforcement, there
.r
- 14 are activities which are designed to develop techniques for

15 evaluating regulatory performance of :iRC licensees. They have

16 been under development for several years with intensified

17 e ffort over the last two years. Here the words

13 " regulatory performance" are meant to cover the ability of the

19 licensee to meet regulatory requirements and to avoid the

20 reportable events that appear to be directly uncer tne control

21 of the lic ense e.

22 I am thinking of your earlier comment, Mike.

23 The criterion is not safety; the criterion is meeting
,

_
24 regulato y prescrictions. Regulatory cerf ormance doe s notr

25 involve reliacility, availability, earnings, or otner measures
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pv I which may be used to measure performance. The licensee

2 regulatory performance evaluation program is an effort to
~

3 evaluate the regulatory perf ormance of licensees on a national

4 basis. .

.

5 It has as its objectives: first, the identification

6 of f actors that lead to diff erent levels of regulatory

7 performancar and second, effective and e fficlent use of NRC

3 inspection resources. The development of the IE licensee

9 regulatory performance evaluation program has been described in

10 a Commission paper, SECY-78-554, and some supplemental papers,
.

11 if you're interested in delving into that in any detail.

12 Another I&E effort which may be related to your _

13 question is that of performance appraisal inspections. Sucn
r

, 14 inspections provide a perspective for evaluating management

15 performance. Performance appraisal inspections are thorough

16 critical reviews of licensee f acilities oy a select group of

17 NRC inspectors. They are chosen for their expertise and

13 experience. The specific disciplines needec on a carticular

19 team are based on the type of f acility expected and the type of

20 problems experienced in that f acility in the past, and otner

21 factors.

22 They are aimed primarily at the licensee's total

23 control of plant activity. Perf ormance sopraisal inspections

- 24 verify that the licensee's control systems assure adequate

25 ce rf ormance of saf et -related matters. To date, only four

798. 17eb
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i pv 1 performance appraisal inspections have been completed. There

2 is arother one, I note, that is scheduled for this month.

} 3 I think at that point it is probably useful to let

4 Ed Jordan summarize the I&E responses to some of the agenda

- 5 items and then throw the floor back open agaln for questions,

u less you would like to elaborate a little more on this
~

6 n

7 correlation of plant performance and _ management capabilities.

3 We've done very little in that area. Data that's being

9 developed may be useful, to try to develop such a correlation.

10 DR. CARSON: I would appreciate more discussion on
.

.11 that. I don't care whether it's now or later.
. . _ _ ._

12 DR. MATTSON: rihy don't we get the I&E program up on -

13 tne table and see if we can tie it together with that
(

14 d isc uss ion.-

15 . _ _ _ MR ._ JORDAN:.. . _Thank yo u, Roger. I appreciate the

16 opportunity to rescond before the ACES to the questions tha

17 you proposed to the Office of Inspection and Enforcement.

13 Mr. Stello is presently in a Commission meeting, and

19 so I am here to provide the response for I&E. He gives his

20 regrets.

21 The .first question that was directed to I&E was:

22 What is the role of the NRC inspector, his effectivene ss; and

23 can his effectiveness be increased?

_ 24 Our response is somewhat lengthy pernaps. Sun the

25 role of the NRC inspection program is providing reasonaole
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( pv 1 assurance that the public health and safety cre protected by

2 monitoring licensing activities througnout the facilicy's

3 l if e time . And you do key on puolic health and safety, and not~'

-

4 specific regulatory requirements, at that point. At facilities
.

5 under construction,.this rule is satisfied by an inspection
_

6 program which verifies that the f acility is constructed in
;

~ 7 accordance with the construction permit in the FSAR.

8 DR. CARSON: Excuse me. Does it verify, or does it

9 audit?

10 MA. JORDAN: It verifies througn an audit program,
-

11 so it is a sampling of the audit program. It is our intent

12 that we are verif ying the licensee is carryin; out his
_

13 coligations.
-

14 DR. CARSON: You are really enecking a f raction of

15 what ne does.

16 MR. JORDA;i: That's correct. A small fract ion of

17 what he does.

IS For operating f acilities, this rule recuires the

19 de ter in tion by the inspection program that the f acility ism a

20 operated in accordance with the licensing conditions, the

21 technical specifications, and NRC rules and regulations.

22 Th e inspection of programs for f acilities under

23 construction and for operating f acilities are complemented oy

24 vendor inspection programs which examine quality a ssurance

25 measures employed oy the nuclear steam suppliers, architect
-
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g pv i engineers, and major contractors snd suopliers.

2 This is admittedly a relatively small program in

~% 3 terms of the manpower devotec to it compared to the size of the
_-

4 organizations we are examining. All of these inspections are

. 5 an overlay on the licen see's e ff ort. The licensee has the

6 responsibility for safe operation and safe construction of

7 nuclear power facilities. The inspector has a check on the

S licensee, but he does not assune the licensee's primary

9 r es pon sib ility.

10 The NRC inspection efforts are both planned and
~

.11 reactive. The ,olanned program is implement?d througn detailed
~'

12 procedures which provides a consistent inspection effort across _

13 the country. This would be like the standard review plan. The
r

- 14 inspectlon program recognizes the reactive nature of many of

15 tne inspector's activities and provides procedural guidance for

16 reactor elements of the program. There we have fairly clearly,

17 I. th in'. , satisfied that these are program recuirements that we.

pa form on an annual basis or whatever the period is . and these13 r

19 are planned elements. ---

20 Another set are reactive, where tnere is an incident,

2! a licensee event report, or a particular problem with the

22 f acility, goes to the reactive aspects wnich we nust resoond

23 to.
.

24 To accomplish this, the NRC insoectors performs,

25 inspections of specific licensee activities to verif v the
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I( ,. r applicable regulatory requirements that license conditions are

2 complied with. This is the 0. ascriptive approach.

(~N
3 The inspectors are also instructed to examine

ss

4 licensees' activities for apparent unreviewed safe ty questions .

. 5 when no regulatory requirement has been violated. We feel very
.

6 strongly that this is an important aspect, that the inspectors

7 are not there just to give out tickets for noncompliance, but :1
a

3 to. define saf ety conditions, to identify them, and provide the
.i

!9 question back to the staff for resolution. -

10 Individual inspectors who conduct inspections at
.

!! operating f acilities during the year incluc'e specialities of

12 reactor operation, quality assurance, nondestructive _

13 examination, safeguards and secur.ity, radiation protection, and<

( ~

14 environmental monitoring.s

15 In addition, specific plant problems _may require

la inspection specialists in electrical instrumentation.

17 metallurgy, mechanical engin eering, or other engin eering

13 skills. Ann ua lly, approximately two man-years of inscaction

19 e ff ort , totaling aoproximately 1250 man-hours of inspecticn,

a e spent on each ope-ating reactor f acility -- I am sorry --20 r

21 reactor unit.

22 of :his, approximately 15 percent is radiacion

23 protection a.id environmental monitoring; approximately three

', 24 percent is safeguards and securityt the remainder is reactorq

25 operation with engineering support functions.
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v 1 I think construction inspection and engineering
,

2 skills applying at a particular facility are dependent on the

m 3 stage of construction. The early site work involves, first of
.

4 .all, examination of the quallty assurance implementation by

5 the licensee and its contractors, a review of soil mechanics,

6 concre te specialists. And this shifts in later construction to
-

7 mechanical equipment, welding, and electrical, as the

S construction progresses.

9 An average of approximately .9 man years of

10 ins pe c tio n, corresponding to cpproximately 490 man-days -- I am
_

11 sorry -- man-hours of inspection per year, are expenced at eacn

12 construction unit. Of course, tnis is an average figure. .

13 ?ROF. KERR: Ed, it's prooably a minor coint, but I
(

14 am having difficulty rationalizing a man-year with 500 hours.s

15 MR. JORDAN: That's his on-site inspection time. The

16 inspection eff ort that I am talking about is the inspector
17 ceing physically on site performing an inspection of his review

13 procedures. His development of a safety issue back in the

19 regicnal o ffice is not inspection time. This causes prooiens

20 s t a t i e '. . cully .

21 ?ROF. KERR: When you say a man-year cf inspection,

22 you mean a man and that fraction of the time that he would

23 normally spend inspecting?

24 .tR. JORDAN: That's co rre c t, and that's why I geve
'

s

25 you both the man year and tnen tne inspection time.
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av 1 PROF. KERR: I was just about to acply for a job.

2 MR. JORDAN: You wouldn't li,ke it.
3 DR. CARBON: I end up confused, though. During the''

-

4 construction phase , you have nine-tenths of a man-year per .

. 5 unit.

6 MR. JORDAN: That's correct. Averaged over the
-

7 construction.

S DR. CARBON: That's saying that this man is devoting

9 90 percent of his time to the construction of that uniti but

10 most of that time he is spending 1. coking at records and that
-

11 sort of thing in his own office; and a smaller fraction, a
._

12 minority of his time, he actually spends on the site witnessing _

13 construction. Is that co rre ct ?

f
,_ 14 MR. JORDAR: Approximately 30 percent of his

15 available time is spent on site inspecting; that's correct.

16 DR. CARBON: So, 60 percent in his own o ffice

17 thinking about the construction, and 10 percent of the time ---

la "R. JORDAd: Setween preparing for tne next

19 inspection and writing up the results of his previous

20 inspection and reviewing problems of nonco'.pliance. That's tne

21 o ffice time.

22 DR. CAR 303: Then, for an eperacir; plant vnere there

23 are two man-years per unit, hon nuen of that two nan-vears is

(, 24 eoent cy someone actually physically on sits?

25 MR. JORDA.i: That's the 1050 hours.

_
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i e i DR. CARBON: And I can't remember how many hours in a
s

2 year.

3 PROF. KERR* A thousand hours. About 4000 is two
~

.

4 man-years. .

.

5 MR. ETHERINGTON2 6700-som ething.

6 MR. JORDAd: For a 20-hour week, it's aoout 2000.

-

7 DR. CARBON: So, about half man-year is spent by

S someone on site.
.

9 MR. JORDA.it Yes, that's co rrect.

10 At an cperating site, about nalf a man-year on site.
__ -

J1 And I am describin; the pro gram as it essentielly avar=;e out

12 in 1970, and ther it would snif: into transitions the: are .

13 o cc u rring .
r

14 MR. ETHERINGT0ii: Is the time nostly flyi,_ visits,

15 cr coes the man spend a month there or two montnsi

16 MR. JORDA.i: The way this program was stru: u. ed, the

17 man normally spent about a week there, se he was Onere fcur

13 days at a time. . lot very nuca of 10.

__LV _ rihere there was a reactive proolem, he P.ign co Onere

20 for one or two days. Generally, if there were plan:

21 inspections, he was there for essentially a fuli -es:..

22 PROF. KERR Ed, would you be willin; :o c2- ent a

23 '. ittle oit on how he gives a ttention to saf ety ra* her inan
.

24 .. icrc..c.ere c; ragulations? Ho w do you d ist ir e ._sw --?

25 '2 . J O -C A.i : That's a teu;n one. One :f : : evs is
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av i assuring that we nave a goal of an independent inspec tio n;s

2 effort, so he's not constrained oy his deteiled procedurest

,'N 3 he's obilgated to perform some 20 percent of his total e ffort
-

4 in his own direction. He uses his engineering instincts, his .

.
5 experience, and his own personal skills .to look at areas that

6 h'e perceives to hava a problem in. So, that's an incentive or

7 a. means to cause him to look beyond the regulation, beyond the

8 technical specification requirements.

9 And the other is through the training program whicn

10 stresses safety, stresses the plant operations, as opposed to
. . . . . ..

.11 stre ssing :ne regulatory requirements.

12 3ROF. KERE: Suopose ne concludes tnat even thbujn ~ l

13 the operation is not creaking an y rules, it's not safe. How

(
w 14 does he proceed?

.

15 MR. JORDAN: That normally would be a discussion with

16 his immediate supervisor. And we've had those kinds of cases.

17 The supervisor attempts to cause him to define this concerni

IS and in those cases where he can, ther he either st ates it is

19 being unfounded or assists him cy pernaps directing additional

in pections that would find the proolen.20 s

21 do, it is true: Sometimes the inspecter g:es to the

22 faci ity, cad ne perceives that the re is a proolea, out he

23 can't put his finger on it. That's part of what this
s

24 indscand:r inspection e ffo: t is supcosed tc do: give ".1 :ne

25 acili e :: delve into tnosa areas and define specificeh v :na:

798 183
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v i the proolem is, because if he f eels tnere is a prc0lem, he

2 can't convey what it is to the licensee, ths 1;c ensee can't

~

3 FLY it.

4 So, you know, if you're going to make it black and .

5 white, you have to clearly define it or you have to drop it at

6 that point.

7 MR. BENDER: Let me try a little more explicit

S e ample and see if I ;nderstand it.x

9 In the Three Mile Island accident, a lot of pc'ple

10 said, "W e ll , if there nad ocen an inspector :nere, he wculd
.

11 have figured this out." Do you perceive of the inspector at

12 tne reactor site having that 'cind of cepaoility?
-

. 13 MR. JORDAN: I would like to believe that ne aces.
*

<

(. 14 I cartainly can't stand here and ray tnet if the i nspector nad

15 physically been the re he would have.

16 Changes tnat we are proposing in our progre' .:ould

ende7 17 increa se our probabilit:', I th in k .

13

19

20

21

,z
6_

23

.

Nw*

*$~
%s

-
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V ! MR. BEhDER : That implies a certain amount of
,

2 continual checking of operational actions.

m 2 '!R. JORDAN: Exactly..

4 MR. BENDER: That's what you anticipate he will be
,

.

5 doings going around and actually seeing that the operations

6 are being performed that are supposed to be performed in

7 accordance with preestablished procedures?

S MR. JORDAN: Yes. And challenging tne pr ee stablished

9 procedures, as well.

10 MR. ETHERINGTON: You are really saying he'd have
'

11 been smarter than the people on the site there; aren't you?
~

12 MR. JORDAN: He has a different vi ew po in t, and,
.

13 generally, he has a be tter education.
,

( 14 Okay. Currently, the vendor inspection program --y.

15 MR. EENDER: Before you get off that, does his

16 presence there relieve tnc operators of an obligation?

17 MR. JORDAN: No. That's how I started in the

15 discussion.

19 MR. BENDER: I understand that.

20 MR. JORDAN: I think there is a possibility ther a

21 licensee would never conceoe that his responsibility nad been

22 taken from them, or he would perhaps give them willingly. But

23 chat's not normally the case. I have oeen an in spec tor, and I

24 have not found that to be the case.

25 - MR . S ENDER : It's e fi,ic tion cf how sn tines de

e

.
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m
_

pv i fina things wrong.
-

2 MR. JORDAN: Yes.

3 MR. SENDER: So , the inspector has to exercise some'

~-

4 Judgment as to how much he is going to trust the operators to .

.

5 do things. If he repeatedly checks everything, then the

6 o pera tor will say, "Well, that's =y check."

7 MR. JORDAN: Tha t's right. That's a real threat,

8 that if tne inspector essentially signs off on a particular

9 aspect, then the licensee would not look any further. He would

10 like to be independent of the f act that the licensee has done
_

11 hi.s own quali ty a ssurance verifications, and we are

12 subsequently doing ours, not replacing one with the other.
_

13 MR. BENDER: I would be happi'r if I f elt that

I- inspector really did see his job as an audit function, and not

15 as a function wnere he would have caught the misvalving if it

16 had occurred, scoe misval ving perhaps. I certainly wouldn't

17 want to develop an impression in the operating staff that the

16 inspector is expec ted to find the things that the operating

19 staff is coing wrong, or some f raction of them.

20 .. R . s o .; U A N : I believe that's the statement I made.
21 .icpef ully , he would improve the procacility of catening the

22 p robl e.c , and I would like to believe that he would catch this,

22 cut I can't say that he would catch them all.

_
24 ca. Ts.r.50N: Would you say a word about wha t a

_5 reacter opar : ice.s inspec tor devote s his time to -- and I raise-

}90,
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- ov ! :nis question from the standpoint of the f act that I was

2 surprised to fine at Three Mile Island they had only a minimal

{} 3 checklist from one shif t to another, and apparently the NRC

4 inspectors had no connection whatsoever with whether there was

- 5 or wasn't cny sort of formalized checklist.

6 What does the NRC operations inspector look a.tr what
-

7 does he put his time to ?

e MR. JORDAN: The time is distributed among a number

9 of inspection procedures or modules. The se are generally

10 o ccurring on an annual basis, in addition to our quarterly
- .-- - . _ _ - --.

inspection mocule. They are verifying -- f or instance, the
--

11

12 licensee event re ports are being currently reviewed, and the
~

_

13 actions that the licensee has taken both physically and in his
(
s_ 14 documentation are indeed correct. It would include

15 ob se rvation .

it DR. CARSON: How much of his time, what fraction,

17 will he spend on items connec ted with LERs?

Ic MR. JORGAN: Licensing event reports, w ha t I give you

iv would be an estimate. I could provide f or the subcommittee --

20 DR. CARSON: Just a very r.ough figure: Is he

21 spending 25 percent of his time on LERs?

22 MR. JORDAN: I would guess more like 15 to 20

23 percent. That would be my gue ss.
-

24 DR. LAWROSKI: Do the insurance companies sends,

25 anycocy around to do any inspection? It seems like they vould

]90,

.
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v 1 be paying a pre tty good amount, judging from what one reads in.,r
'

2 ths paper in connection with Three Mile Island.

]] 3 MR. JORDAN: Yes, they do. Some years ago we ran

4 across them occasionally up there. -

- 5 DR. LAWROSKIr You do run across them? That might

6 be a pretty big bill that might be sent to them in the case of
.

7 Three Mile Island.

6 In your opinion, is the amount of such inspection

9 that you are aware of commensura+,e with the risk that they had

10 arranged for with the utilities?

11 MR. JORDAN: I don"t think I can even answer that.

12 Wna t I have come across has been occasionally that -

13 they are on site at the same time tha t our people are.

14 DR. CARBON: Go ahead and spell out the remainder of_

15 those.

Io MR. JORCAN: The inspections would include a sampling

17 of the licensee's procedures for periodic review on a rotating

le basis of procedures for acequacy or limitations. They would

19 include examination of the licensee's maintenance activities,

20 f acility modifications that have occurred during a given time

21 frame, in compliance with requirements of 5059.

22 DR. CARBON: What does he do with respect to their

23 main tenance ?' I s i't a pro cedure ? Does he look into the

( 24 maintenance as to how they did it?

25 MR. JORDAN: The object there would be to examine

_

.
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' sw

pv i saf e ty-related equipmen*. and maintenance and identify f rom that
,

2 proolems with the licenseef s quality assurance controls, to

{} 3 physically witness maintenance activities if they are in

4 progress by the time he is at the site. And certainly, one of

- 5 the lessons that we are learning presently is that we have to

o increase the amount of direct observation and witnessing that
.

7 the inspector does. There is an optimum ratio, given a certain

6 amount cf manpower, between review directors and direct

9 observation.

10 For instance, if the inspec tor did nothing but direct
.

11 observation with, le t's say, the two man-years of eff ort, then

12 he can see a relatively small fraction of the activities at the -

13 site. But if he combines direct observa. tion and review of
f
s_ 14 records, it would cover a larger amount of material.

15 So, we have been striving to get some kind of an

16 optimum between records and the actual review and observation,

17 and I think we f eel that the ratio, that we are shifting it

15 increasingly to manpr>wer.

19 DR. CARBOli: You have a half-man per year at each

20 unit, effectively. In this half-year time, how mucn of that

21 is spent in direct observation versus looking at the records?

22 MR. JORDAN: I would say the direct observation would

23 lie somewhere between about 40 percent, would be my guess, that

24 he is actually physically walking througn the plant or watchings_.

25 wnat an individual is doing, a s o pposed to si tting cown witn

_
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(j|hv i the records or sitting down with the procedures and reviewing

2 the adequacy of procedures.

''N 3 DR. CARBON: Fine. Go ahead.
V

4 MR. JORDANr It's kind of a rambling description. -

5 RR. ETHERINGTON: Does the inspector have some kind
'

6 of set routi, e or a checklist of things he wants to look at, or*

,

7 does ha just roam at large?

8 MR. JnRDAN: He has a routine. The insoection

9 program -- that is, the planned program -- is laid out, as I

10 said, f or a year's interval, and so he is s2pposed to pe:.-form $
.~ .. . _. _ _ ce

~

11 those particular inspection elements during that given year, j
12 and the sequence of pirfofm~ance is no c important. They may be [~

13 arrangec based on tne ability of the particular discipline in
,# --

s_ 14 order to do that particular inspection.

15 So, if that answers your question?

16 MR. ETHERINGTON: Does he also walk into other areas

17 which are not on this checklist?

IS MR. JORDAN: Yes. And tnat, once again, is the 20

19 percent indepencent inspection effort that he is directed to

20 perform as a goal.

'

21 Okay. Within the plant program, then, we have, as I

22 mentioned, saf eguards and security inspection. These are

23 specialists in those areas who review the systems, the
-

24 equi pmen t , the procedures, and do some direct observation ands-

25 testing of tne system, so far as the plant security provisions

798 190
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hv i go. We have rad protection specialists who come to the site,!

2 split samples with the licenseet that is, take samples of

( 3 radioactive water and separately run analyses and take filtered

4 elements, verifying that the licensee's labs are obtaining :

2

- 5 answers in agreement wi th our lac's. ,'

6 We examine their environmental monitoring prsgram --
.

7 t ha t is, their off-site monitoring program -- and split samples

8 with that. . ,],
a

9 The in-service inspection, f or instance , wi tne ssed

10 selected examinations of piping welds, veryifying that tne
-

11 proper procedures were being applied, tha t the pe rsonnel

12 performing the test were adequately qualified. _

13 DR. CARSON: Fine. Tha t answers my que stion.
r

_
14 MR. JORDANr I have not scopec it acequately, and I

15 can previce you with a document,

lo DR. CARSON: Yes.

17 MR. JORDAN: Okay. Roger has already mentioned the

15 perf ormance a ppraisal team, and I will just very simply say

19 tnat the perf ormance appraisal team t e aa_cVerlay in addition

2C to the inspection program that I have a ttempted to de scribe.

21 This team conducts special inspections at selectec facilities

22 which provides an evaluation of the licensee perf ormance and

23 also reviews the implementation of the inspection program on

24 the national scale. So we're looking across the whole cou:1try,

25 and not just on a regional basis.

.
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pv i This team is limited in size. Only a few f at tlities
,

2 are inspected on an annual basis. This would be based on a

|]) 3 perceived need and then subsequently by the team on a rotating

4 basis. The program of inspection has evolved over the past 20
|

-

5 yearss a s the nuclear industry, the saf ety technology, and th e '_ . ,

6 saf ety awareness of the public have grown.
'

.

7 The dynamic nature of this progran is evidence of I&E
rg

8 awareness that program eff ectiveness can be improved upon. A fj
m .4

9 number of evaluations and studies have been conducted to "

10 improve effectivene ss of the inspection program. In acdition,
.

11 audits have been conducted by GAO and CIA, whicn provided

12 recommencations f or increasing eff ectiveness. Studie s by the -

13 Studies by the NRC and contractors to date have not
t -

s- 14 identified ways to substantially increase the eff ectiveness of e
:7.

15 indivicual inspec tions. In other worcs, it's our view that we

lo can certainly always improve an indivicual inspector's relative

17 eff ec tivane ss, bu t it's a diminishing-returns type of aff air.

15 We only need so much work out of an individuals we can only

19 direct nim so f ar; and then there becomes a need for a

20 cifferent program, added manpower, or redirection.

21 The two major areas for increasing inspector

22 eff ectiveness in recent years have oeen the development of a

23 formalized inspector training program to improve the technical
,

24 skills anc inspection skills anc the adoption of a revised'
-

2: inspection program which places the resident inspec tor at each

-
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, pv i opera ting - e snd at construction sites in the later stages ofr

2 construction.

] 3 The perf ormance appraisal team, which we discussed

4 earlier. is also a component of the revised inspection program.

5 Currently, 1.9 operating units -- these are sites, rather -- and .-

6 six construc tion sites, plus two f uel f acilities, have resident
.

7 inspectors assigned. Subsequent to the Three Mile Island -

5 e ven t, an extension of the revised inspection program has been

9 proposea so that additional resident inspectors will be

10 a ssigned to operating reactors on a unit basis.
.

!i Ine pro posed unit inspector program also provides f or

12 assignment of resicent inspectors to certain construction _

13 f acilities in Ine early stages of construction. These would be
f ./

14 either problem f acilities or the first use of a f acility bys_

!5 that particular utility. The unit inspection pro posal has been '

!d submittec to Congress as a su pplement to the 1980 budget. This

17 program will substantially increase the n.abers of tests of the

I6 licensee's program by NRC inspectors.

19 Under the unit inspection program, for the first

20 time, some elements of licensees' activities will receive 1 00

21 percent inspection. Areas which will receive 100 percent

22 inspection over a given time interval incluoe line-up of saf ety

23 e qui pmen t , changes to emergency operating procedures, direct

24 observations of control room activities. Surveillance testing

25 anc maintenance will also be substantially increased.

_
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av 1 In summary, significant changes have been made or<

2 pro po sec to ;he inspection program in terms of a change in

'~'. 2 direction from; the previous audit and sampling to a f ull
v

4 inspection of certain selected areas. These changes do not
_

.

- 5 minimize or change the licensee's responsibility for saf e -

6 operation of the f acilities. Instead, this resource allocation J
.

7 is expected to add to the inspection activities and result in "

8 significant improvements in licensee saf e ty perf o rman ce.
.

9 Changes in the inspection program are ongoing, and

10 further evaluation of the Three Mile Island investigation -

.

Il results and Lessons Learned, as expected, to result in further ;
;

12 improvements in the inspec tion program. -

13 Thc t's the discussion I have for the role of the ,

/ ,

s_ 14 inspector and eff ectivene ss. ~

15 - MR . ETHER INGTON : If you had an inspec tor _at. Three . . __,

16 Mile Isla. f and he is the kind of man who would have recognized

17 the problem and remedied it immediately, the chances are only

lo one in three or one in four that he would have been there at

19 the time. So his value really would be if he had been able to

20 e duca te t he people in advance to this kind of thinking.

21 Do you look on your inscector as an educator in any

22 sense, or just a man who will be there in case they have

23 trouble?
.

24 MR. JORDAN: I would not look on him to correct the_

25 licensee's staff. I would look on him to identif y to the

'-

798 194
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av 1 licensee's management that there is a problem with the training'

2 level, for instance, of operators, if indeed there is.

[}' 3 MR. ETHERINGTON: Do you think some such function

4 would have applied in Three Mile Island, su pposing he had not -

- 5 been there at the time that the problem developed, but had

6 been there perhaps a year previously on his permanent _

'

.

7 a ssignment?

8 MR. JORDAN- Do you mean that his presence would have

9 warded it off ?

10 '(R. ETHERINGION: Could his presence have had a
~

11 general beneficial effect?

12 MR. JORDAN: I have to believe that, or I wouldn't be .

13 nere.
t

.. 14 MR. ETHERINGTON: How would that operate; I gue ss

15 that's what I am trying to understand.

lo MR. JORDAN: The whole problem is that we can

17 icentify the breakdowns and f ailures in licensee perf ormance,

16 but I can't identify to you the successes of the regulatory

19 processes.

20 MR. ETHER INGTON : He would have had to have spo tted

21 sometime du-ing the previous period a deficiency in operator

22 training or an understanding of the proce ss.

23 MR. JORDAN: Right. Or in their quality assurance

24 measures. All of there things.

25 MR. ETHERINGTON: You would anticipate this is how he

-
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( pv i would operate, not through his presence at the time of the
-

2 emergency?

,r's, 3 MR. JORDAN: I think once the emergency has been
%-

4 initiated, as you say j
:

. 5 MR. EIhdRINGTON r I t's too la te .
. . .

6 MR. JORDAN . It'.s too lata. I would hope he can
*

7 off er suggestions - "

8 MR. EDdERINGTON: That's what I meant by " educating."
9 MR. JORDAN: But he would not, as we env'ision it now,

10 a ssume the management and control. f[
_ _ . - -...- - -

~

11 MR. ETHERINGTON Of course not. I didn't suppose ..

12 t ha t.
- . m_.

-

- i3 DR. CARBON: Does it follow from ther that he doesn't
t
(. 14 need to be assigned there, that you could simply nave your

15 people spend more time in the spot?

16 MR. JORDAN: That is certainly the case, the way we
17 found that we can get peo ple to spend more tinM at tne plant is
18 to make them resident inspectors. We have tried very hard

19 se tting goals, through studies of the inspection proce ss, to
20 increase the manpower per man-hours of inspection of the

21 facility with the program as we have it, because managing a
22 resident program is difficult, and we couldn' t do it. We hao

23 reached an optimum amount of inspecticn time.
'

24 DR . CAR BON : You couldn't get your inspectcrs to be

25 physically a t the plant all of the time?

.

m
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.av 1 MR. JORDANS That's correct, because of the other*

2 activities. Anp you have to also roCOgnize that the resident

{{N
3 inspector, when he is physically at the plan t, he still has to

4 write his re port, he still has to read correspondence involving .

5 the f acility, and he still has to prepare for the next
.

6 inspection. So, we are not getting all of t,~1ac as inspection
.

.

7 time. <

8 DR. LAWROSKI: Since not all of the information

9 usef ul' to the determination of whe ther the plant is saf e or not

10 exists at tne plant, have you thougnt of perhaps sending some
.

li of the inspectors to the suppliers -- n2001y, the N 3SS -- where

12 they mignt look at information such as has coca out recently, .

13 t hat there did exist in the case of Three Mile Island what
r
s_ 14 appears to be very well thought-out analyses that pointed to

15 the possibility of the kind of event that did occur there, that

16 that mignt be a more efficient place to look?

17 MR. JORDAN That's a consideration.

16 OR. LAWROSKI: It's true they're not a licensee, but

19 you may nave to broaden your thinking to include ways of either

2C looking at cesigns or even meaos. We need to find a better way

21 to get called tc the attention anc action implemented when

22 something is learned like t ha t , without -- because somebody
end75 23 also has to separate the chaf f frca the kernel of grain. - -----

_
24

d6
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- D.MG 1 1 DR. MJ.TTSON: That's a thought that has occurred
.

-

2- to several people over the last few wecks. Someone reminded j
''

|
3 me this morninc of the war years when the government had i-

in
V

4 representatives in supplier organizations around the country
,

;
!

. 5 doing that kind of thing.
.

6 Another indication of a possible need -- - ;;
8

.

7 DR. LAWROSKIr Didn't the Navy, the nuclear Navy- I --

8 have some of this?
c
|

9! DR. MATTSON- Yes. Another possible indicator of r

|
'
L

10 | something needed in this area is the work that Dr. Rosrtoczy i
.-

!

Il f did with-the-Regiorr IV vendor inspection people last winter, j
> ,

12 where they went around to the four reactor vendors and went
,

|*r
13 through their systems for assuring quality and verification of

1,-.

14 analysis codes. .s
.

|15 I don't remember if they issued a report. I know

16 there was a draft right before Threu Mile. But the base is

17 h still there.
I

18 The basic conclusion was that there were systems !
I
'

i

I* and the people did pay attention to this problem, but there i

20 E were clear deficiencies in them.
i

'

21 'l For example, the systems all spoke to the need to
a

[ 22 ||l
-

'
i verify, yet they didn't speak to the time scale upon which
il .

'23 [ verification of design codes should be completed. Similarly,

24 , systems all spoke to the need to identify new information,
.?3 Mere Reoorters, Inc. I

1
25 differing views, and resolve those views. N6ne of them said |

.
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'! I!

RMr 2 1 l' how- soon. !

i :
I

2j So it would be possible for an analyst or a designer ''
-

3 in a vendor organi::ation to bring up a safety problem or a
;

v
4 potential safety problem, and under their existing procedures

. 5[byandlargesimplytheidentificationwasn'tgoodenough.
6 Other work and. priorities could displace the need to resolve

7 that new information in a timely way. "

8 It is a problem analogous to the kind of thing I

9| was describing earlier for the license. And some system of
!

10 ', better assuring that these things get taken care of probably |
il .

3. l', is necessary.
| -

: i

12 The Three Mile Island experience and the things i

|*.- >

13 f we have learned since Three Mile Island teach us, maybe withs

14 - some urgency, that it can be corrected. Whether that means

15 placing a resident vendor inspector in Pittsburgh and San Jose
'

16 | and Lynchburg and Windsor, I'm not sure, but there is an area .,

I
i .

17 j that needs more attention, I think. I
n :

'
18 MR. BENDER: The FAA has a scheme that is used

!
<

.o.
i, in the aircraft industry. They use what is called, I thini,
!i

20 I a designated engineering representative, DER, and he is in the
.! !

.

21 ! employment of the manufacturer, actually. He is selected!

II

j 22 |il for personal qualifications to sort of represent the FAA in
-

}
.

1

22 " evaluating the things that come up in the engineering preccss.

24 : I am not sure this is exactly analogous to it.
: %.rs; a cc. ers, ene. F.i

25 || DR. MATTSON: It is in the same area. There is also-
r i
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'
I

1h the concept that TVA has developed as a result of Three Mile --|R:!" 3
s I

.I i
'

2 the special -- I can't say the na=c of it, but a sort of safety;-

V :

3 i review committee that sits in the engineering organization
'

r~% I i

(_f I i4 and considers matters of this sort.
i

5 They are all in the right ballpark.

6 It might be that the Nuclear Operations Institute
.

7 will speak to that kind of thing, too.
=

8 MR. BENDER: I wanted to ask one question about ',

9 the qualifications of the inspector. I think there is an |

|

_

inclination to say-that_the_ inspector who is inspecting the |10

t

11 | operation ought to have an operations background. Do we really
, -

12 | know what the qualifications ought to be? Have w e thought
I

e I

13 s about all the things on the qualifications of that inspector? .
s

II,
'

!
i

14 i MR. JORDAN: That does turn out to the be the next ~

! !
.

15 item I was going to discuss.
;

i

16 , MR. BENDER: Well, I will let you discuss it. i
! |

MR. JORDAN: That is an easy way out of any other |17 ]
|

18 | questions.
i.

'9 DR. CARSON: I have a question before you leave that.

20 'l You are talking about the evaluation t'eam. It is j
!|

21 h a question there -- I think some user organizations must
-

.

'

;

22 | cperate in an appreciably safer fashion than others. Haves_

I*

22 " you ever be9" a:le to quantify anythia; 11xe that?
'

24 And then second, can you correlate the safety of i

m.: ewe nwomn. tn , ,

l i

25 ;i operation, the number of times that important safety systems |;
!!
!

,
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|

F"" 4 1 are out of service, can you correlate something like that

# 2 versus any qualities or characteristics of the management

3'
-m i
neople?

4 MR. JORDAN: We have attempted to And Roger
- -

. 5 mentioned them in his discussion. }
6 Licensee performance evaluation have been to review

-

.

7 licensee event reports, and all licensees with a given scale,
y4.

8i grading it according to seriousness of the occurrence, then t8 j/)e"

. 2.M
9 look at the noncompliances-identified here.

__

10
,

And given the time frame by each of the inspectors

11 at each of these various facilities, and to try to make a

'2 ! determination from that plus the licensees projected judgment

e .

13 as to the performance of the licensee, and make statements

w-
14 about this licensee is the top of the batch, this licensee J~

15 is average; this one is at the bottom of the batch --

16 Those are very difficult. We can give a presen-

17 tation on the results a'nd the work that has been done to date,
!

18 but we are not ready at this point to propose that we have
.

.I
'" an answer it.; it.

|!
20 || One of the functions that the performance appraisal

i

21 | team will be looking at on a nationwide basis at licensee

:i^

22 i performance -- I think doing that on a consistent basis willy
,

i

be beneficial. If we are not doing it in the same time frame, !~

.

|

24 . then there is no basis for comparison.
, ,- . m. con.n inc.1

25 N What we will likely to is to feed back into the i

|| |
1;.

I,

798.201!;:
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R' 5 1 inspection program, yet we need to augment inspections at this

2 facility in this area, because - or we may utilize our man-

3 power more- efficiently by dropping inspections in this area,

v
4 because -- .

~

I
5 So it would be a redirection of our resources .

6 based upon this overview on a national scale.
-

7 DR. CARBON: Am I correct in' believing that some

8 operator licensees run their plants in appreciably safer

'9 fashion than others?
.

.
10 MR. JORDAN: I think that's the case. Our position

11 is that they have been acceptably safe, or we would issue an !i

-

i

12 order'for them to shut down. And so, naturally, the threshold l-

r L
13 and where we have concern for management or a particular

,
y

s
14 facility, then we make those concerns known to the licensee .

15 and he takes corrective action.

16 So if we have the view that this particular licensee

17 has a problem, then that's what we are for, to identify the

18 problems, then to get the necessary correction in a management

'
19 sense.

I

20 Now, one other thing we did a number of years ago,

21 about four years ago. We conducted what we called management

s .

C' 22 inspections, facilities across the country. This was a system |

|22 [ inspection of the various plants, both corporate office and i

!

24 the site, in management control-type areas. f
alceere m.mn.n. ine. | ;

25 | While that has been official, it was in some sense |
| i

798 202 |.
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R 6 1 identification of large numbers of noncompliance, of a minor
~

''

2 nature, let's say, indicating perhaps a management breakdown,

3 but not indicating safety prob] ems.
,

4 So we run the risk then of not making it directly .
*

5 safety, we focused.on the management. Certainly there is ani.

-

6 impact, but it is tenuous. J
. ,

7 DR. CARBON: Question on a different topic. ]

8 NRC inspection during construction. The West
,

9 German TUV system is quite different from curs, I think. Are-
.

10
_ there merits in their system? Is their system better th.a

gr

s
II curs? Is ours better than theirs?

-

!

12 MR. JORDAN: I honestly haven't made any comparison
I

/_ 1
13 with their system - with the Canadian system, but not with ;s

4
14 the West German. . _ _ _ . - - - _ _ _ _ . _ . _

;_fS

15 DR. CARBON: Is the Canadian system similar to ours?

16 MR. JORDAN: Quite different.

17 They have sort of collapsed the enforcement,

18 inspection, and regulatory review process into one organization.

I
19 - They don't have discrete components, and the inspectors are

20 largely onsite - I'm sorry, their regulatory force is largely

21 onsite.

22 They have a small central office, but they have |
I

21 , a relatively small number of reactor units involved in the i
'

I

24u review process.
e,.s o.cw neportm inc. |c

25 As the program grows, then the difficulties are going
i

79
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RMc 7 I to change.

t
2 DR. SIESS: What aspect of TUV were you talking about!?''

|
3 Construction inspection?

~
4 DR. CARBON: Con.<truction inspection.

. 5 DR. SIESS: Because some parts of it compare

6 directly to the pressure vessel code third party inspection.
.

7 When you get in the area of anything that comes out of ASME, -

8 there i.9 not that much difference.

9 DR. CARBON: Well, the TUV inspectors have the

10
.

authority to stop construction.

II DR. SIESS: So does the boiler inspector.
;

I
-

12 DR. CARBON: It's my impression that in practice

13 the TUV inspector truly operates as a much more independent !

14 person and exercises his authoriry appreciably more than our

15 inspectors do.

16 DR. SIESS: More than our I&E inspectors, but you

17 are trying to compare TUV to boiler and pressure vessel

18 inspectors.

19 DR. CARBON: All I am saying is from what I have

20 read and understood, there is an appreciable difference.

21 DR. SIESS: From what I read and understood, there

22 is not an appreciable difference in that area. TUV covers :

!

23 more areas, I am not quite sure how many more they cover
i

24 | than we cover by the code. They cover concrete construction. '

c..Fa.rw neconm. inc.
25 DR. CARBON: TUV I'm quite sure does.

I g 20A
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RMG 8 1 MR BENDER: It varies state by state, but thay do

C 2 have a % ader coverage of pressure vessels.

3 DR SIESS: Wit hi n the range of the pressure vessel
*

o
>,

4 code, I don't think there is much different. Are they, Mike?-

.
5 MR. BENDER: They are quite parallel.

-

6 DR MATTSON: That's our understanding also.

.

7 MR. BENDER: Because they extend in other areas,

8 they do carry that same authority. It is more like a building

9 inspector really, some combination of that.

.4
10 DR. SIESS: h [)-

Most building inspectors don't do a. tent
.qi

11 of what TUV does. 1
'

12 MR. BENDER: But some places they do, you know that.

'
13 It varies some.s

14 DR. SIESS: On any of the construction jobs yon

15 hire quote an independent testing laborato.y to do certain

i6 things. Whether they are independent or not depends on how I

17 you look at it. They are paid by the contractor, and people

18 sometimes say they are not independent. I don't know if they

19
.

would be more independent if they were paid by the NRC.

20 MR. JORDAN: I am perceiving something from the

~

21 ACRS that maybe we ought to try to clarify in terms of the
i

!

22 inspection staff.

I
23 When I talk about an inspector at a site, we do |

|

24 have a resident inspector at these sites , as I have described, i

Ace.~eoefst Reporters, Inc.

25 And he covers a number of disciplines, but primarily the
,

798 205;.
I .
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RM,G 9 1 general inspection elements. And all inspection programs and

I 2 at all sites we have specialists who perform inspections of
I

3 those specialty areas. So that we have inspectors who are !
e's e

4 very highly qualified.

. .
5 They have industrial experience. They have been

:

6 trained in the particular ACI codes. They do concrete inspec-- }
.

7 tions but don't do electrical inspections, don't do mechanical

8 inspections, but concrete. We have welding engineers.

9 So I want to make sure that I haven't misled you ;
e -

-

and said that the generalist does everything at a given site. !
'

10
1

II At a given reactor operating site, I would say at least a dozen

12 different inspectors go to that site during a given year. |

(, 13 Okay. The next question was with regard to the

14 depth of knowledge that the NRC Staff should have in areas of

15 construction, hardware, plant behavior, operations, and !
I

i
16 maintenance.

17 I have assumed that in terms of the I&E inspector
!

18 in this case, so my answer is that reactor inspectors who

19 ' review licensees' activities in areas identified in the question
|

20 are required to be qualified to perform inspections in a

-

21 given technical area. . . . _

.__f
_

22 In addition to the job description-type skills and i

23 know.' edge requirements, each inspector must attend and j

24 ! successfully complete technical courses in his specialty ;

:a.cnns nwomn. sn
1

25 area, or complete an equivalency exam in the course of beirg |
,

jj 798. 206 |.
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P"" 10 1 assigned responsibility for performing inspections in that

( ,

2 area."

3 Satisfactory completion of the course requires

4 passing a written examination at the end of the course.."

.

- 5 Qualification of an inspector for a given area is

6 performed by regional evaluation, in addition to the training -

.

7 program. --

8 So we have an on-the-job-type training program

9 where he atcompanies other inspectors in the specialty area.

10 He attends the I&E training course and then he is evaluated
,,

; .

11 by his regicna-1--supervision, and judged qualified when he has |
: -

I I12 achieved the level of qualification required.

e
13 Typically, a qualified reactor operations inspectorv

14 will have reactor operating experience. That was, I think,

15 one of the questions someone asked earlier. That is what we

16 would consider to be necessary as part of his job skills

17 before being hireci for that particular job.

18 He will also have attended subsequent to being hired

19 , a reactor systems course, a simulator course, and then an
t

20 advanced systems course. Subsequent to that, he will be

21 attending an inspector effectiveness-type training course on
.

I,

( 22 his inspection skills. Not technical: skills, but purely how !
'

!!

i i

23 | to cortmunicate with the licensee, how to write reports, how
I:

24 I to document noncompliance, those inspector skills.
A .,e m.oort.,s.inc.

25 The inspectors are typically graduate engineers with!

798. 207 !
im
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4G i i || 5 to 10 years industry experience or nuclear Navy experience,
t 11

! |'''.
2 The same level of qualification and training is required for

.!

1b construction inspectors, engineering support inspectors,3
O ,

"
a security and radiation protection inspectors.

I

So that is a very capsuled description of the5 '

6I qualifications.
. -

7 MR. BENDER: I.et me pursue that matter a little bit.

e I think that the thing that worried me is along

9| the line that Mr. Etherington asked about earlier. How well

|
, 10 ; would the inspector be able to evaluate, for example, testing

!! of a controlled system that has to be looked at on a regular
I -

12 f basis, or the diesel generators that have to be tested

|,

13 | periodically?

|
14 i Does he get some kind of an indoctrination into

:
I

15 - those aspects of operation that have such an important bearing

16 , on the operational safety of the plant?
i

17 MR. JORDAN: Insofar as seeing that we have a diesel

18 generator training course, we don't.

19 MR. BINDER: The whole power system, emergency

20 power, primary power, relay settings and things of that sort.
.

21 which have turned out to be one of the major problems.

t

22 MR. JORDAN: They have certainly turned out to be :
'

j
|.

23 k a trouble area. !

ii |

24 i MR. BENDER: I wonder how much we know about that j

65,re a.conm. ine. | !
!

25 i aspect of the inspection and enforcement area? I
' I

J 798 208 .
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RM 12 1 i MR. JORDAN: Where it becomes a problem is that

! _

2 they are reviewed by electrical inspection specialists or an
'

-'

3i instrumentation specialist. And we have the qualified staff

*
4 members to put into the problem. But as far as the generalist, .

2

5 it would be based on the training he has received and his

6 experience to perceive a problem.
.

7 He is indeed out there to perceive a problem andJthen .

.

8 ask for the right discipline to help him if he perceives O

9 a problem.

I
10 _

_
_--- MR BENDERv4-think-you- ought to look into that |

1

11 point, because my impression is that the kind of operator |
1 -

!12 training that is given operators doesn't encompass that much,
!4j

13 the operators business. !,,_

14 {. Some of us have been concerned that ocerators of

!
15 the plants themselves don't have enough familiarity with the i

|

16 maintenance procedures to know the interaction. And I suspect

17 this is the same thing that you shoulf. have expected.

18 MR JORDAN: I certaJ.nly acknowledge your comment.

19 I feel some level of comfort in acknowledging the inspections.

20 presently.
.

21 DR. CARBON: If there are no other immediate questions,

|
--

( 22 I suggest we take a 10-minute break.
'

23 | MR. JORDAN: I have got one more quickie presentation,
ij 24 and I will be done. i

c p6.r i aeconen. inc. !
25 DR. CARBON: Either way. Go ahead.

798 209 !
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RMG 13 1 MR. JORDAN: The last one I have is the responsa to

' -- 2 accident situations. And I picked up the following from

3 Roger Mattson's comments. So all I am going to discuss are
n
\

4 the changes that occurred with respect to the incident"

5 responses that are in the communications.
,

.

6 Cernin changes have already been made in the
.

7 communications area. of the incident response as a result of .3
-;!

8 the Three Mile Island experience.. These include manning of the
~

i4
9 Incident Response Center by a duty roster frc.n the I&E head-

_

quarters technical staff10

i

11 | And fonnerly, all of these offduty calls came into
I
i

12 the appropriate regional office answering service and were

( 13 then relayed from the answering service to a regional duty i

14 officer.

15 And if there was a significant problem at the site r

16 the regional duty officer could then call the I&E headquarters

i
17 answering service who would transfer the call to the appropriate

18 headquarters duty officer.

19 Just describing it shows its stretch, and the

1

20 distance from the two ends. So that the change is to install i

i
I

~

21 essentially a hotline from each reactor facility to the I&E .

:

) 22 headquarters office with the branch back to the regional

23 office. This equipment. has been procured and installed and
,

1

24 is functioning and is tested on a daily basis presently.
ceJede Recor;tes, Inc.

25 The licensees have been instrucced by bulletin and
'

'
i

l -

I 798 210 .
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RMG 14 1 subsequent NRC letter to report significant incidents or
'

I \
'

1- 2 accidents direct at the headquarters duty officer via this

3 hotline. The headquarters duty officer would then communicate
n

,

'-
4 back to the regional duty officer who would not have 24-hour

.

.
5 duty stations at all five regional offices plus the headquarters

6 office. .;
'

7 That turned out to be a manpower circle. We-did --.

8 that for a couple of months after the TMI accident, and it is
.

9 not practical.
:

,

In addition, a second separate telephone system is N10

11 | being installed. In each of these reactor sites, this will !
l
, -

12 be primarily for communicating radiation detection and health '.
' a

13 physics of information in the event of an accident. }.(,
't

M14 So that we have the dedicated hotline facility -

5

15 directly to the operations centers, so the operator picks up

16 the line and he has got the duty officer.

17 And then separately, we have dedicated telephone
i

18 lines at each facility which may then be used in an emergency I

19 and would not be tied up with the problems with some other
I

i
20 usage, or would not be tracked through the plant management -

'

21 of the accident.

s :

22 So those are the actions that we have presently |
.

23i!i. taken. And, as with Roger, the major change is in our role.

1 1
24 4 I* vill come af ter our investigation , after our review of |

'. sac. m,oomri.i y
'25 ~j lessons learned.

|iil

O 798. 211 ;,
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F 15 1 DR. CARBON: Let's take a break.
!

t
.

end #9 2 (Brief recess.)

3m.

-

4
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1

5
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! DR. CARSON: Let's concinue witn One meet ing . Walt,
_

2 you have a question.
.

w 3 DR. LIPIN5KI: Yes, Earlier you hac said :na: vou
v

4 had plannec IDO percent check on the emergency operating :
3
.

5 procedures. In the I AE inspection report on Three Mile
*

6 Island, there are several potential itets with ncn-compliance
~

7 at the site, one of them belng the test procedure for the -

8 au iliary valves.x

9 That was contrary to the tech spec, yet the saf ety

10 review committee had signed off on. it and it had net been

11 picked up by inspection and enforceT.3nt prior to the accident.

12 Mith your new proposed structure, would you ce acle
.

13 to pick u: sucn a non-compliance oeforenand?
, .

14 MR. JORDA;!: Once again I'll say na: it certainly

slould inprove the probabillt'h Of it. I don' celle're tna:15

16 anytning is aosolute and the prcqran is ;cing :: con'.inue to

17 be a sample but of certain elements we're 1 cck ing f or . se

13 would not be in series with tnc licensee =nc have to improve

19 nis procedure.before he implenents it.

20 DR. LIPIriSKI: Secause this is not an energency

21 procedure r this is only a test procedure. Consecuently, it

22 doesn't f all into your 100 percent check classification.

23 MR. JORDAd: That's correct.
..

24 DR. LI?!N5KI: Ine ::ner possiole non-ccm:11ance
-

25 vou cite are failure to maintain records, f a ilure to ma%+

s_

798. 213
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1 entries in the logs. And these are cited for the single<

2 incidant.

''s 3 Earlier, when .*.tattson was up, we discussed the'

_

4 correlation of plant cerformance with plant management :
.

- 5 capability. Do you propose to do any checking as to whether

6 these occurred on a single incident or whether they're a
.

7 repetition of plant management, in general, when the:c're not

8 making their log entries or maintaining their entries for

9 the five-year recuirement.
=

10 MR. JORDAN: I understood that tnis meeting was to ij
_ . 4

;
!! d iscu ss in general terms rather than that sp cific case. ae -

.

12 have osople that conducted the investiga.tions uno can respond
'

13 tc :nat. I really can't.
'

(
s_ 14 DR. LIPINSKI: Okay.

.

15 DR . CARBO.i: Other cuestions of Ed?

16 (No response.)

17 OR. CAR 503: I'd liks to go ca:k end esk Ho_er aoou:

IS three more, if I may. I don't kno.1 wnether ycu covered i: or

19 not, cut in terms of tecnnicei supoort groups for oo:n normal

20 and abno: mal situations, is tnere eny ninimum size uscr

21 crganization that you have in mind that wouic :c ci, 2. c u.5-

22 to have an adequate support group and celev- :.cn, 2r ac ,-

23 it . culdn't have the resource capabilities :: nava : - : 1.n -
-

O D
Q S.h h 0 k . w % h, h . -. e %. )
6 v .w . . . . . . . .N a. .. O N.P.- P'.

'' * % O4.** wa te w a a w.4- e =w . ....w
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1 0.. MATTSON: .ihat I saio -ras we look=c at :ne

,
. . c.5 n .d . a .1 =^ao.*.21.4ee n. o -a. '. o . 1 ^ . . . =- 1 '-a-'**y - . - s . o . .= '. sh a .'. '^-s .. .-y s . - .

em 3 accidents. This is sort of a new concept. eina: is :n2 -i n im u.7
._

4 technical capability tnat should ce availaole?
.

.

5 I think that from. :nis study that the cuality

6 assurance branch is doing when ney want cut and solicited .

.

7 Information on wnat utilities had, the intent is to -

3 characterize rinat's there and state minimum acceptance criteria

9 for the future.

IJ And it would be my projection tnat some utilitfes
.

11 odoy do not m ee t wnat the minimum re:uirements fe re snc

|2 to ce over the neX: several contas. 3ut I can't giv; you
,

13 wnst tna nuceer is or wnat tnosa disciplines ere.
r

1* I would suspect that it will take sone form ofs,

15 cest practical technology, or something like that. Th ey' ll

i,$ l e , ', 2 . e .. e . , o. r. s. . .. . n ~ ". . .i .l .' . .' r. e ,+ %. . w , < * ,o. . _' a. ... =. . _e =. a. -s---- -. .. . .. . . , ..m ,

!? to have ocne a cetter joo in this regarc, =r.d th e y' ll lock

is- -.4 . , . , ... < ! .4 . < o. a- . n , . _e e ,. ,.. n o . . , c o. .a , 4 . . ,, _e .J ,. .w. =.
e- ; c o,, , _ ,...- .. s . .. ._ ,v w .

19 and decide how nuch ir :ne right direction they want to

20 move One ones na ar: in the wrong direction.

,, r . . . . , , , . . . . . : a, , .n_. .n3.-..s.4.,.._., o . . n .<n.,. .., ._.i_. r .. _ , ,, ; , ,.- ,, a _.~. . .. _.. . . . __ . ..--,

22 3ke One form of a regulatory guide, or some vanicle 'ike

;,
. . , = . . ,.,1 . - . . w . , o . . ". . o w n b.=. - =. " o - v, o u. -...e4~=..=...'....

"-- .. ... 3.. ... . . . .. -

-

2' ! co : t r '. m :. . ; >!s' ; 12- enough along to state in

- . . .......a..,.., . n. ..= .:,.. .a , ,y o. <,
. . . m. . . .e ., .a. ... . ,. . -. i.-
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1 I think we've got to look at the kinds of disciplines

2 :nat are necessary, 100.': at tne kinds of nutoers that are

3 required. Ycu have to look at the proximity to the plant th a t

4 you want in conjunction with the kind of connunications '

.

5 tnat are availaole, to try to roll all those things up into
.

6 a package.
'

7 DR. CARS 0ris A second question. I appreciate that
'

3 you invited Byron Lee, and he's not here, of course. But I

9 wonder, is there any comment that you can make with regard to

10 the thinking of the industrial grcups that you may be aware
.

.11 of insofar as -- well, I know nat the re are different grouos
._ .__

12 with different outlooks. .or example, the user cr;anizations -

13 and the vendors. They have different viewpoints on many
(
s 14 things and a small utility may have quite a different viewpoint

15 on operator training or some such thing than a large

lo organi:Stion like Commonwealta Edison cr I? A.

17 Are tnere big diff erences in the viewpoints in tne

la thinking of industry insofar as some of the lessons that are

19 coming out of Three Mile Island are concerned? Is tnere

2] anything you can say on that at this time:

21 DR . MATT 5ON: Only some very general coservations

22 that I guess are personal observations. I think there are

23 twc variables in the industry resconse. One varisole is tne
_

21 si:e of the utility and its corporate resources and the other

25 is le ve l within a utility.

_

798. 216
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1 I observed thct blgher levels of utility

2 management -- let me say it another way -- the highest level

em 3 of utility managenent seems to be of higher conviction that
-

a constructive change needs to occur and that larger utilities

5 with larger corporate resources seem to be more convinced

6 that cons tructive change needs to occur.

7 Now maybe that's an oversimplification. There are

3 probably many exceptions to the rule. But as a general

9 ob se rvatio n, I think I've seen those two trends over the past

10 two months.

11 DR. CARSON: Still a tnird question: v. it hin .N R C ,

12 there was the question that was resolved sometime ago on
,

13 dissenting viewpoints. And I.tnink tnat that's we ll in hand.

14 There are di ssenting viewpoints in vendor organizations, t.co,

15 coviousi", end I would cite the diff erence of opinion in

16 3 sci aoout tne significance of the Davis-Be sse incident, and

17 so on.

13 Are you planning anytning or are you aoout to take

l i' any ste",s that would require users or vendors to call

20 di.fferences of opinion to your attention on significent

21 technical ma tters tnat would necessitate their pointing out

22 things before they become sure that there's a proble-?

23 DR. VATTSON: I don't want what I'n about to say to
.

24 be intercreted to apply to any specific situation the: you
'

25 or others may know of flowing from ihree lile Islend. I ' Il

v
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( l say as a general matter that it's been my understanding, and

2 I think a fairly widespread understanding, that part 21

3 was for many intents and purposes designed to accomplish some7

4 of the things that appear to ce necessary, that maybe part 21

5 has not been suf ficiently well stated or explained to

6 accomplish that function, and it may need to be changed to
.

7 do a better Joo. -

3 It may also be the final opinion that part 21 isn't

9 a good vehicle f or assuring that and there ought to be some

h10 ot er vehicle.
~

11 MR. BENDER I don't think I've ever read it.

12 OR. MATTSON: .ie ll, part 21 basically says that if .

13 corporate management at any le vel oecomes one of tne safety
e

la problems recuired under the law, to report it to One .GC

15 within a certain time licit,

15 There are hookers in all of these things which are

17 the difficulty of defining when you think you've got a

la safety pr7olem.

19 Clearly, you don't waat_avery question that comes

20 along in a good engineer's mind to trigger some bure=ucratic

21 machinery that interferes with tne day-to-day solution of

22 problems.

23 On the other hand, you clearly can't want ; cod
_

24 ideas on saf ety proolems to be curied in engin ee ring

25 organizations forever witnout giving -ime and attention to tne

x_
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i I resolution..

2 I'm not sure that part 21 has found the calance

(~5 3 yet. I .think we're seeing in recent months some initial
_

4 attempts to follow through with part 21 investigations and

5 see what they say. And if some sense of justice doesn't

6 prevail from those investigations, then I suspect part 2i will

7 be changed.
.

8 MR. SENDER: Part 21 applies to licensees, though.

9 DR. MATTSONt It applies to everyone who suoplies

10 also, indLifang the widget manuf acturer in South Podunk who

11 provides sun-suc-sub-components -- its reach is ouite

12 extensive.
_

13 DR. LAnROSKI: Is that how it's interpreted!ggp
14 DR. MATTSch: That's one of the difficulties of itsw

15 interpretation, is how to make people at multiple tiers of

16 supply aware of the resconsibility -- Podunk -- and enen they
17 become aware of it, to keep them as suopliers.

13 (Laughter.)

19 DR. MATTSON: That's true.

20 DR. SIESS: It's been a problem. People wouldn't
-

21 sell because of that.

22 DR. MATTSON: That's a comolication. I think One

23 fundamental issue is when co you decide that you've got a

24 safety proolem that would trigger the part 21 macninerv?

25 The problem is bigger, Onough. I'd enlarge it to mo ;ust

s-
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i ggp i dissent and diff ering professional views witnin the design

2 organization or an operations organization, but design
.

3 quality assurance in general.,

4 L think tnat there's room for significant improvement -

.

. 5 in design quality issues. Chet's comment earlier about, well,

6 we know that there are difficulties with that sort and it
'

7 shouldn't surprise us. I understand that, think ing al so --- I

a think ny opinion is that design 2A needs better attention.

9 Perhaps buried in that or as a part of that is this business

10 of how you incorporate differing technical views in the design
~

J1 organization.

12 I think you were suggesting the: cernaps tnere ougn:
,

13 to be a mechanism wnere a dissenter and an ii.S55 suopilar nas

k, 14 a direct recourse to the NRC with protection or anonymity,

15 or what have you.

16 I think that sort of protection exists already.

17 And certainly, there are many examples elsewhere in ,overnment

13 where such protection exists.

19 DR. LAWROSKI: And the lack of protection, t co .

20 DR. MATTSON: I think that the recent court and

21 federal findings in this area tend to support the pro tection

22 of the individual quite a lot. darren notes that TVA has

23 establisned a corporate mechanism of this sort.
,

24 There's no coupling to the regulstars.

25 I would suspect that 4553 suppliers enc 3r:nitect

'

.
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't I engineers moved by observation of recent experience, woul;.

2 procaoly be thinking in this area. I certainly woulo enceurs;o

(]- 3 it, having ceen tnrough the experience ourselves. Tne

4 learning is awful. Having learned, implementing the results -

.

'

5 is not so difficult at all.

6 DR. LAWROSKT: I don't think that maintaining
,

7 anonymity is as easy as I think your statement implies.

3 DR . ,%A TTSON: There have been several occasions in

9 the course of the last year where I've ceen in my position

10 and people have brought to the attention of folks who work

.11 for me difficulties they've perceived in 'rarious orgenizations
_

12 around the ccuntry, and we rath:r routinely r?f e rred those _

r - 13 to Is3 and saw that tney were foll:wed up on eithout large
y,

s_ 14 difficulties accruino to tne people wno brought tnem up.

15 Certainly, in a couple instances,.important_ things

16 were discussed, talked about, fixed, whatever.

17 JR. LAnROSKI: I know tna ths:'s wnat tne rules el

la the game say.

19 DR. CAR 3Gd: Gentlemen, are there any o ner cuestions

20 to raise of staff ? Anything else to bring up?

21 (No response.)

22 DR. CARBON: Are we at the point of ad journment?

23 DR . SIE SS: Max, there was one mechanism of simply
-

24 an anonynous letter to the ACAS : hat -iorked pretty ef fectively

25 in :ne past.

\<
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1 DR . ".AIT T'. 6 An anonymous letter to a190.= enycody ---

s

2 DR. SIE53: The ACRS is fairly sure to air :nese

(w 3 crestions if they cer :nen. I'm not sure have f ast tney're

1 -c::: upon.
.

.

-

5 DR. MATTSOKi Anonymous letters to the NRC are

6 acted upon very cuici:ly. Witnin days there's us'Ja lly somebody

7 beating the story down to its roots.

8 PROF. KERR: If the ACR5 really wants to get action,

9 it should send its letters anonymously.

10 (Laughter.)

il DR. SIESS* Thank you, Bill .

12 DR. MATT 50ii: I think maybe tnat's a good 1 te to .

i C 'J i: on.9
_

14 DR. CARBC;1: I'd say an excellent note. I gJe ss :..e

15 'esting's adjourned. Thank you, gentlemen.

15 (Shereupon, at 5:00 p.m., One hearing was adjourned.)
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